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ABSTRACT
Thin-walled plastic liners are routinely used to rehabilitate structurally sound host 
pipes that have lost their hydraulic integrity. The liner/host pipe structure is treated as a 
ring encased in a rigid wall. Significant research work dealing with liner stability has 
been completed in North America and Europe. These research works include laboratory 
experiments, numerical analysis, and statistical modeling. The objective of this 
dissertation is to achieve a better understanding of liner buckling phenomenon using the 
finite element method and statistical analysis.
Short-term liner buckling models have been applied by several researchers to 
study the influence of liner geometric imperfections on the buckling pressure. Two- 
dimensional, plane-strain models were predominantly used in these studies. In this 
research, a three-dimensional liner buckling model was constructed using ABAQUS. 
This model was applied in studying the influence o f liner thickness variations and local 
circular defects on the buckling pressure.
At first, the thickness variation of the liner wall was modeled in the longitudinal 
and circumferential directions separately. Next, liners with thickness variations in both 
directions were simulated. Two factors, the frequency and the magnitude of thickness 
variation, were studied quantitatively. A comparison between the buckling pattern and
iii
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thickness variation pattern was conducted to investigate the relationship between the 
buckling and thickness.
Local circular defects o f reduced thickness and reduced flexural modulus were 
also modeled using the three-dimensional model. Three aspects, the frequency, the size, 
and the magnitude of defects were studied with respect to their influence on buckling 
pressure.
Long-term buckling experiments o f liners have shown a large amount o f scatter 
when the buckling time is plotted against the applied pressure. The presence of this 
scatter and other uncertainties are typically accounted for in liner design by applying a 
factor o f safety. Moreover, an additional “factor of safety” is sometimes implied since 
the design equation in ASTM F1216 is generally considered to be conservative. The 
scatter observed in recent long-term, liner buckling experiments conducted at the 
Trenchless Technology Center was studied to associate reliability factors with selected 
confidence levels. This work resulted in a set of reliability factors that can be directly 
applied to the ASTM design equation for the partially deteriorated case. The reliability 
factors allow a designer to quantitatively estimate the influence of observed scatter on 
liner design and provide the designer with confidence that their design does not fall 
within the region of scatter observed in liner buckling experiments. Two separate 
statistical methods were applied to same set of experimental data, and the results were 
compared.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Piping systems constructed o f concrete, clay and cast iron have been in use 
around the world for more than a century. Many of these systems have deteriorated 
significantly and are in need of repair. Rehabilitation o f existing sewer-pipe system in the 
United States using “trenchless” methods has become popular over the past 20 years. 
Trenchless methods, which replace or repair existing pipelines with little or no soil 
excavation, can reduce damage to existing services and structures, disruption of 
environmental quality, traffic delays and damage to other facility. Trenchless methods are 
especially attractive for pipelines located in congested areas.
One method of trenchless repair involves insertion of a tight fitting, polymeric 
liner into the deteriorated host pipe. Insertion of this liner stops the infiltration of 
groundwater into the sewer system and stabilizes the soil around the host pipe. Cured in 
place pipe (CIPP) is the most widely-used method of pipeline rehabilitation, which was 
introduced into the United States about 20 years ago. With the increasing application of 
the CIPP lining method, there are also concerns about the long-term performance of the 
liners that sometimes impede their acceptance. These concerns include the lack of 
accurate structural design equations, the geometric and material imperfections of the
1
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liners, and the significant scatter observed in liner laboratory tests. These concerns have 
invoked attention of those both in industry and academia to produce safe and economical 
liner designs.
1.1 Background and Research Need
The structural deterioration o f an underground pipeline typically consists o f two 
situations. The damaged pipe is either partially deteriorated (structurally safe) and can 
carry the soil and surcharge loads for a considerable time, or it is fully deteriorated and 
unable to support the soil load above it. Most of time, the damaged pipelines are 
structurally safe, but with passing time the soil pressure and/or removal of soil around the 
pipe by infiltration into the pipe can lead to pipe collapse. This research is focused on 
partially deteriorated host pipes.
The loads which a buried pipe is subjected to are mainly the soil, traffic and 
external groundwater pressure. The soil and traffic loads act on the pipe through the 
interaction with the soil. When a rigid sewer pipe is subjected to excessive vertical force 
caused by the soil and traffic loads, it is likely to crack. If the deterioration of the rigid 
pipe exceeds 10% of its vertical diameter, it is customary to replace the pipe. For 
deformation less than 10%, rehabilitation is an attractive option. For rehabilitation 
applications, the only load subjected to the pipe liner is the groundwater pressure caused 
by the infiltration through the cracks of the host pipe.
It is well-known that the thin-walled structural elements are susceptible to 
instability (or buckling) when they are exposed to in-plane compressive stresses. Since 
the external groundwater pressure induces a compressive hoop stresses in the wall of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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liner, a liner that bas been incorrectly sized (is too thin) may buckle within the host pipe 
before the expected service life is exhausted. Geometric and material property 
imperfections o f the liner, which may be introduced in the liner curing process, are other 
significant factors lead to the instability of the liner.
For long-term liner design applications, the liner must be able to withstand the 
groundwater pressure for the desired design life. The liner may not collapse right after it 
is installed, and the ground water pressure may cause the polymeric material to slowly 
deform over time. If the accumulated deformation becomes too great, the liner will 
collapse. Thus, the time-dependent creep deformation of the liner should be accounted for 
during the design process.
The current design equations (ASTM F I216-95) used for the buckling pressure of 
partially deteriorated liners are based on Timoshenko’s model for short-term buckling of 
an unconstrained pipe (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961). The unconstrained ring model has 
been modified by a factor (termed the “enhancement factor”) to account for the deviation 
between experimental results o f constrained liners and theoretical predictions of 
unconstrained rings. The effect of creep deformation is accounted for using a long-term 
elastic modulus in place of the short-term elastic modulus. The long-term elastic modulus 
is typically taken as one-half of the measured short-term flexural elastic modulus. One 
geometric reduction factor, due to flattening or ovaling of the host pipe, is introduced into 
the design equation.
In this study, the short-term buckling pressure is studied while investigating the 
effects of geometric and material imperfections. The long-term liner buckling 
experimental data is used in the statistical modeling.
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During the past 10 years, the Trenchless Technology Center (TTC) at Louisiana 
Tech University (LTU) has been actively involved in the liner buckling research. The 
TTC has carried out a variety of experimental, computational and statistical studies to 
provide utility owners and designers useful information to help them in designing and 
specifying polymeric liner products. Both long-term and short-term two-dimensional (2D) 
finite element (FE) simulations have been completed by researchers at TTC. In this study, 
a three-dimensional (3D) model is constructed and applied to study both geometric and 
material property imperfections in liners. The statistical modeling is based on the recent 
long-term liner buckling experiments performed at the TTC.
1,2 Objective and Scone
The objective o f this research is to better understand the buckling phenomenon of 
underground rehabilitation liners and to provide improved guidelines for liner design. A 
3D FE model is constructed to study the effects of liner thickness variations and localized 
circular defects on the liner. Statistical modeling of liner experimental data is used to 
introduce a reliability factor into liner design.
To fulfill this objective, this research program is comprised the following 
activities:
•  Conduct a literature review of the design models and finite element 
models used for rehabilitation liner applications.
•  Construct a 3D finite element liner buckling model. This three- 
dimensional model will be verified through a simpler 2D model.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
•  Investigate the influence of variations in liner thickness on the liner 
performance. These variations are referred to here as global distributed 
variations because the liner thickness varies both along the length and 
circumference o f the liner as observed in field specimens. Furthermore, 
the variation is not limited to a certain section or area of the liner, but is 
spread all over the liner.
•  Investigate the influence of a localized area of material weakness and 
thickness reduction on liner buckling. This local defect represents a 
location of incomplete curing or a region of thinning o f the liner wall. 
Both the magnitude of the elastic modulus reduction or thickness and the 
size o f the defect will be parametrically studied.
•  Account for the scatter observed in liner buckling experiments by 
introducing reliability factors into liner design models. The reliability 
factors will allow a designer to quantitatively estimate the influence of 
observed scatter on liner design.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Lining is a trenchless technology used for rehabilitation of sewers and other 
pipelines. The CIPP technique for pipeline rehabilitation was developed in the United 
Kingdom in the early 1970s and was transferred to the United States in the late 1970s.
Design of linings has to deal with both safety and usability issues. Loads 
considered in normal liner design include traffic, soil and water pressure. Depending on 
the states of host pipe, three normally defined cases are given by Falter (2001).
1. Host pipe is structurally sound with no cracks, but it leaks.
2. Host pipe-soil system is stable, four longitudinal cracks are visible, and
deformations are less than 5% of the diameter.
3. Host pipe-soil system not stable for long-term conditions, four longitudinal 
cracks are visible, and deformations are larger than 5% of the diameter.
The first case where the liner is only designed to sustain the ground water 
pressure has received much attention in the past decade. It is also the basic assumption of 
this research. Research on the soil/host pipe/liner interaction system can be seen in 
Omara’s (1997) thesis.
6
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2.1 Theoretical Liner Buckling Model
In general, liner buckling can be seen as the problem of buckling o f elastic ring 
inside a rigid boundary. Based on the Timoshenko’s (1960) work on buckling o f circular 
rings under uniform external pressure, a number of research efforts (Soong et al., 1985; 
Moore, 1988; Omara et al., 2000) have worked to develop improved equations governing 
the liner buckling process. The following are some of the theoretical models.
2.1.1 ASTM Model
The current CIPP design equation for partially deteriorated pipes is taken from 
ASTM Designation F1216-95 Appendix XI (ASTM, 1995) as shown in Eq. 2.1. This 
equation is only valid for buckling with ovality of the host pipe of up to 10 percent. When 
the host pipe is more than 10 percent out-of-round, special considerations are required 
(Guice et al., 1994(1)).
where
_ 2 - K - E l 1 •x —
\ - v 2 (S D R - \y  N
(2 . 1)
C = ovality reduction factor =
( 1- — )100
(1 +  —  )2 100
P„ -  groundwater load, psi (Mpa)
K = enhancement factor of the soil and existing pipe adjacent to the 
new pipe (a minimum value of seven is recommended where 
there is full support o f the existing pipe) 
v = Poisson’s ration (0.3 average)
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SDR= standard dimension ration of CIPP = D/t = outside liner diameter 
/ average liner thickness 
q = percent ovality o f original pipe
_ [MaximumlmideDiameter -  MeanlnsideDiameter] x 100 
Meanlnside Diameter
N = factor o f safety
E, = long-term (time corrected) modulus o f elasticity for CIPP, psi 
(Mpa)
2.1.2 Glock’s Model
The ASTM F1216 model is based on the buckling theory of free rings, while, in 
reality, the liners are encased in a rigid host pipe. Consequently, the ASTM model is too 
conservative because of the inappropriate mathematical model.
Glock (1977) analyzed the stability problem of a circular thin ring encased in 
rigid boundaries under the effect o f external hydrostatic pressure as well as thermal load. 
Glock’s model assumes that there is no friction between the ring and the rigid cavity, and 
used the nonlinear-deformation theory to develop his model. Glock’s model is given as
5  ( 2 -2 )
where Pcr = critical buckling pressure
E = flexural modulus o f elasticity 
SDR = Standard Dimension Ratio
= outside diameter / mean pipe wall thickness 
t = mean liner thickness
v  = Poisson’s ration (0.3 average)
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2.1.3 Omara’s Model
Omara (1997) developed a modified Glock’s model which includes an ovality 
reduction factor C. Omara’s model is given as
p  = — !___)22 (2 3)
‘T \ - v 2 S D R - I
Omara also conducted a series of tests to verify his model. See detailed 
information about his tests in the Appendix titled Liner Buckling Data. The test results 
were compared with his mathematical model and the current design practice (ASTM 
F1216-95). The analysis showed that ASTM F1216-95 underestimated the buckling 
pressure for all degrees of ovality under study. His mathematical model showed good 
agreement with the experimental results but still overestimated the critical pressure for all 
degrees o f ovality.
2.1.4 Lu’s Model
Lu studied on Omara’s model and concluded that Omara’s model was incomplete 
because it neglected the reduction effect of gap on the prediction o f critical buckling 
pressure. Furthermore, he noted that Omara’s model neglected the gap effect on the 
determination of SO/LO ratio (Lu, 1999). Based on his study, he constructed a modified 
model given as
7^7 <m>
where Cmal = ovality reduction factor 
C = gap reduction factor 
The ovality and gap reduction factor are defined as
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c,
1 + (1.3 • SDR -  7.7) • Rk
(2.5)
Wg
where RK = gap ratio =
R0
= maximum gap size between liner and host pipe /  mean radius of 
inside pipe
Lu also verified his model using the testing data obtained from short-term 
buckling tests conducted in Louisiana Tech University (Seemann, 2000) as shown in 
Table 2.1. The comparison showed that the critical pressures calculated from the 
proposed equation were close but higher than the actual critical pressures. The reason for 
this phenomenon is the CIPP local imperfection reduction effect is not considered (Lu, 
1999). Lu’s model closely resembled the approached used earlier by ElSawy and Moore 
(1998).
(2.6)
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Table 2.1 Comparison o f CIPP Critical Buckling Pressure between LTU(1998) Tests 











1 38.48 0 0.48 134.0 146.98
2 40.45 0 0.44 116.7 131.94
3 40.73 0 0.40 124.7 131.72
4 N/A N/A N/A 130.7 N/A
5 39.41 0 0.44 108.7 140.63
2% ovality
1 40.29 1.9 0.47 105.0 119.81
2 40.83 1.8 0.45 105.0 117.41
3 38.20 1.6 0.48 90.0 138.14
4 38.96 1.6 0.43 98.7 134.00
5 42.47 1.8 0.46 98.0 106.19
5% ovality
1 39.39 4.1 0.36 75 118.16
2 40.67 4.7 0.46 80.7 102.12
3 41.21 5.4 0.53 67.3 93.04
4 40.70 4.9 0.47 74 100.58
5 39.45 4.5 0.42 78 112.84
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2.2 Liner Buckling Experiments
Early large-scale liner buckling tests were performed in Europe in the 1980s. 
Aggarwal and Cooper (1984) reported a series of test results for encased liners. Their 
results are still useful because of the large number of samples (49), the large range of 
standard dimensional ratio (29.9 to 90.2), and the variety o f material properties (Young’s 
Modulus varies from 9.6x 105 to 27.5 x 105 KPa). Their test results are in the Appendix 
titled Liner Buckling Data.
Liner buckling tests were conducted in North America beginning in the early 
1990s. Significant testing programs have been completed at the TTC at LTU. Guice et al. 
(1994) conducted a serious of tests on commercially available CIPP liners. Both short 
term and long term (10,000 hrs) tests were performed in this project. The diameter to 
thickness ratio ranged from 30 to 70 for the samples. The load ratio, which is the ratio of 
the long term sustained pressure to the critical pressure observed in the short term test, 
was in the range of 40% to 90%. Results o f linear regression analyses, which correlated 
the external pressure to the buckling time, suggested that the ratio of long-term (50-years) 
to instantaneous critical pressure would be in the range of 34% percent to 46% percent. 
This result was smaller than the value of 50% suggested by ASTM specification. These 
test results are shown in the Appendix titled Liner Buckling Data.
Tests of 15 samples with different ovalities were reported by Omara (1997) in his 
thesis. Sample geometric factors and test results are shown in the Appendix. After 
comparing the test results, an ovality reduction factor was introduced into Glock’s design 
equation to take account of the influence of the ovality of the liner.
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In the BORSF (Board o f Regents Support Fund) tests performed by Straughan 
and Hall et al. (1999), 180 specimens of the Insituform Enhanced polyester resin were 
subjected to long-and short-term tests. DR ranged from 40 to 70 for these tests. Six series 
o f tests were conducted, including tests on 8-inch diameter 4.5mm thick liners, 8-inch 
diameter 5.0mm thick liners, 8-inch diameter 5.5 thick liner, 12-inch diameter 5.5 thick 
liners, 12-inch diameter 6.5mm thick liner, and 12-inch diameter 7.5mm thick liners. 
While the liners were allowed to carry the external pressure for maximum of 10,000 
hours, most of the liners buckled long before the 10,000 hour limit was reached. Tests 
results are shown in the Appendix.
Tests of oval liners were also reported by Seeman (2000) in her thesis. Short-term 
tests were performed on two sets of oval liners with ovalities of 3% and 5%, which were 
much smaller than the ovality in Orama’s tests (5%, 10% and 20%). A liner displacement 
system, which employed three linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), 
successfully monitored the evolving deflections prior to buckling. These test results are 
shown in the Appendix.
All the tests described above are conducted under room temperature. A series of 
tests were completed at the TTC that included temperature as a test variable to better 
predict the long-term liner behavior with feasible lab experiments.
In the past decade, liner buckling tests were conducted in the Civil Engineering 
Department at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana. Short-term tests on six 
deforming-reforming liners samples were reported by Chunduru et al. (1996). Three of 
the samples have an SDR of 32.5 while the other three have an SDR of 26. Air pressure 
was applied instead water pressure. The test results are shown in the Appendix. From
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their tests and theoretical analyses, the authors concluded that host-pipe resistance, 
ovality, and stress concentrations were factors that have significant influence on the liner 
critical buckling pressure.
About 200 samples were tested in Tulane according to Bakeer et al. (1999). Tests 
were established to help determine the influencing parameters including the length to 
diameter ratio, short/medium/long term test durations, and imperfect field conditions such 
as ovality, joint offset and structural deterioration leading to lack o f liner confinement. 
Part of their test results are shown in the Appendix. The following conclusions are made 
by the authors
1. Stresses due to manufacturing and installation of the lining system should be 
considered when estimating the ultimate buckling resistance in addition to the pipe 
thickness, diameter, and ovality.
2. The end effects from the testing chamber were effectively eliminated when 
the length to diameter ratio exceeded 10.
3. The average short-term critical pressures of liners processed in oval casing 
chambers was between 46% and 55% of similar liners with the same diameter and SDR, 
but processed in circular chambers.
4. Most liners bulked inward at three different regions: near the two ends and at 
the center of the setup. None of the collapsed liners, however, returned back to a full U- 
shape after collapse. In most cases, bulking at the center was on the opposite side o f the 
bulges near the ends of the chamber.
Long term buckling experiments were also conducted to test the creep behavior of 
HDPE liners in Tulane (Bakeer, 2001). According to their analyses, a creep curve is
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generally broken into three specific regions: initial or primary creep, secondary creep, 
and tertiary creep. A water displacement creep measurement system was used to monitor 
the creep process. Two groups of tests were performed. Nineteen of twenty liners in 
Group A failed within 2,328 hours, which the loading pressure is about 50% o f critical 
buckling pressure measured in short term tests. In group B, all twenty (20) liners survived 
more than 10,000 hours under the loading pressure of 25% to 33% percent o f critical 
pressure. The authors, therefore, recommended one-fourth of short term buckling 
pressure as the maximum long-term buckling pressure. As for the average creep duration 
stage, they observed that the primary creep stage was 1.16 hours while the secondary 
creep stage was 1,733 hours. Part o f their tests results are shown in the Appendix.
2.3 FE Modeling
The finite element (FE) method has been used successfully analyze many 
problems in various fields. It is well known for its flexibility in dealing with complicated 
geometry and boundary conditions. The FE method has been applied in modeling the 
liner buckling process by a number of researchers (Zhao, 1999, Lu, 1999, Zhu, 2000, El- 
Sawy et al., 1998, Falter, 2001). FE modeling plays a powerful role in parameters study, 
stress/strain visualization, and boundary condition analyses. Most of these researchers 
verified their modeling with their own tests and other available test data, and satisfactory 
matching between the modeling and tests were found. The assumptions, parameter 
definitions, and conclusions used in these studies are summarized below.
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2.3.1 Assumptions
1. It is assumed that the liner and the host pipe are long compared with the 
liner diameter, and that the geometrical, material, and loading conditions do not 
vary along the liner longitudinal axis. It is thus valid to simplify the problem to 
two-dimensional a plane strain problem.
2. Friction between the host pipe and the liner is neglected.
3. The host pipe, though deteriorated, is assumed rigid because its stiffness is 
typically much higher than that of a liner. The interaction between the host pipe 
and liner strongly influences the behavior of the encased liner.
4. The only loads acting on the liner are the external groundwater pressure 
and the contact force from the host pipe. It is also assumed that the ground-water 
pressure increases constantly and is distributed uniformly around the liner (soil 
force was considered in Falter’s modeling).
2.3.2 Param eter Definitions
Standard Dimension Ratio (SDR) is defined as the outer liner diameter D (the 
average of the mean major and minor diameters for oval liners) to the thickness of a liner 
as
SDR = — (2.7)
t
Notice that in some studies, the dimensional ratio (DR) was used to represent the 
dimension ratio, i.e. DR = SDR-1. DR is an essential factor in CIPP buckling analysis, 
which has dramatic effects on the critical pressure.
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Table 2.2 and 2.3 shows the DR effect on the buckling pressure in the tests and 
FE modeling, respectively. It is obvious that the parameters related to DR should be 
measured with extreme care to avoid errors.
It is suggested in LTU test procedures that the thickness o f each liner is measured 
by averaging measurements taken at three locations along the circumference of each end 
of the liner.
Table 2.2 Short-term Buckling Test Summary with Different DRs (BORSF*)
1 Mean Diameter(in) Liner Thickness (in) DR Buckling Pressure (psi)
7.8261 0.1495 52.35 82.4
7.6373 0.1611 47.41 106.8
7.7961 0.1770 44.05 117.8
* Board of Regents Support Fund
Table 2.3 FEM Summary with Different DRs (Zhu, 2000)
DR Ovality Gap Buckling Pressure (psi)
30 3% 0.4% 234
45 3% 0.4% 99
60 3% 0.4% 51.4
Annular Gap between Liner and Host Pipe During the cooling phase of the 
CIPP inversion process, a small radial gap usually develops between the liner and the 
host pipe. We can define the gap either in even distributed mode or uneven distributed 
mode. In the even distributed case, the gap is defined as
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HID: Hostpipe Inner Diameter 
LOD:Liner Out Diam eter
Hostpipe
Fig. 2.1 Gap between the Host Pipe and Liner
The relative or dimensionless gap is defined as
G% = — 100 (2.9)
D
The evenly distributed gap is adopted in the two-lobe buckling models as shown 
in Fig. 2.2.
In the unevenly distributed case, the gap is assumed to have the maximum 
magnitude A at one side and no gap at the opposite side. One-lobe buckling modeling 
employs the uneven distributed gap assumption as shown in Fig. 2.3.












Fig. 2.3 Schematic of the One-lobe Model with Uneven Gap 
Seeman (2000) described two methods to measure the gap between the liner and 
host pipe: the volumetric method and deflection method. She also compared the results of
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these gap calculations in her tests and concluded that volume-based gap measurements 
adequately predict the average gap for liner buckling experiments.
In the volumetric method, the gap was measured by collecting the water drained 
from the test specimen before pressure was applied. The gap is assumed to be uniform. 
Volume measurements are equal to
Vol = ! ^ ° - x L - ^ x L  (2 .10)
4 4
so that
J02- ± ( V o l )
 ^   (2 .11)r  < w , .  d° \
2 z
where
Vol = gap water volume measurement taken in the experiments (cube inches)
= inside diameter of the host pipe (inches)
= outside diameter of the liner (inches)
L = length o f the host pipe (inches)
g = uniform gap measurement (inches)
Ovality In the present study, the initial ovality of the liner is always assumed to 
be the same as that of its host pipe. For the steel host pipes, most deteriorated pipes have 
various degree of ovality (they are not perfectly circular). Another fairly common host 
pipe shape for concrete pipes is the egg shape. Theoretical analyses, modeling, and test 
set-up of egg shaped liners is discussed to some extent in the following papers: Thepot 
(2001), Boot et al. (2001), and Falter (2001).
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In the parameter study, the ovality is defined as in the following equation.
V% = x 100%
D ^ + D  min
(2 .12)
where
V = ovality of the liner
Amax = major outer diameter of the liner
A i i n  = minor outer diameter of the liner
Li et al. (1995) studied on the ovality reduction factor for rigid encased thin rings. 
The value of the ovality reduction factor C is determined by the following equation.
Under the assumption of small deflection of the radius Ar, q is the percentage 
ovality defined as follows:
Compared with the reduction factor given by the ASTM as provided in Eq. 2.1, 
ASTM reduction factor is a very conservative value. The main reasons are that its 
derivation only considers the effect of the maximum radius of curvature when a circular 
ring is changed to an ellipse, and it was derived on basis of an unconstrained ring model.
Zhu (2000) studied the reduction factor in buckling pressures due to ovality, and 
her FE model results are shown in Table 2.4.
C=
(l + ?/100)8/5( l - ? /1 0 0 ) l/5
(2.13)
q = lOOx —
r0
(2.14)
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Table 2.4 Reduction Factor in Buckling Pressures Due to Ovality (Zhu, 2000)
Oval 0% Oval 3% Oval 6%
DR=40
Gap=0.25%
Per 152 132 114
Reduction Factor 0 0.868 0.75
DR=40 
Free Pipe
Per 17.2 15.6 14.1
Reduction Factor 0 0.907 0.82
In his thesis Omara (1997) described the process o f pressing the host pipes to the 
desired ovality. Using a 400 ton press, the pipes were pressed into an oval shape. Special 
jigs were fabricated to ensure that the pipes did not simply flatten out where the press 
contacted the pipes. To achieve the proposed degree of ovality, each pipe was pressed 
twice. The first press was provided to bring the pipe’s cross-section within the range of 
the required dimensions. Load was then removed, and the pipe was relinquished to spring 
up freely. The second press was applied to bring the pipe’s cross-section to the required 
dimensions. The actual magnitude of major diameter and minor diameter can be 
measured using an LVDT.
Local Intrusion Another geometric parameter studied is a wavelike longitudinal 
intrusion. As shown in Fig. 2.4, it can be defined by the relative local denting LI and the 
wavelength ratio S as









Fig. 2.4 Schematic of Longitudinal Imperfection 
Zhu (2000) studied the influence of both the length ratio S and the depth ratio LI 
on the critical pressure. She found that the length ratio has little effect, while the depth 
ratio has a significant effect. Her FE modeling is shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5 Comparison of the Influence of Length Ratio versus Depth Ratio on the 
Critical Buckling Pressure (Zhu, 2000)
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She also studied the influence o f local imperfections combined with other 
geometric parameters (such as DR, ovality and gap). Her modeling results for an ovality 
of 0%, a gap of 0.1% and different DRs are shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 FEA Predictions o f Critical Buckling Pressures with Different DRs and LI 
(ovality = 0% and gap=0.1%)
Pipe type LI=0.0% LI=2.25% LI=4.5%
DR=30 266 222 187
DR=45 104 81.8 65.3
DR=60 53.6 40.7 31.2
2.4 Conclusions
In the past two decades, significant pipe liner research has been completed in 
Europe and North America. The previous three sections gave a brief review on this 
research. A number of conclusions have been drawn by various researchers and have 
been accepted both in the academic and engineering field, as listed below.
1. The ASTM F 1216-95 model as given in Eq. 2.1 is conservative.
2. Geometric parameters, including DR, ovality, gap, and longitudinal 
intrusion, have a significant influence on liner behavior. Overlooking the effects o f these 
parameters may result in a system lifetime much shorter than predicted and may produce 
scatter in buckling tests.
3. The interaction between the liner and the rigid host pipe strongly 
influences the behavior of the encased liner. Based on the FE modeling and experimental 
observations, larger contact areas and forces associated with thinner liners leads to
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shorter span for the lobe, decreasing deflections and stresses, and increasing critical 
buckling pressure. Thus, thinner liners have higher enhancement factors.
4. Liner deformation starts from a two-lobe pattern and then transforms to a 
one-lobe pattern either before or during collapse. In FE modeling, one-lobe and two-lobe 
buckling models provide the lower and upper limit of buckling pressure, respectively. 
One-lobe buckling models (which give lower collapse pressures) are recommended for 
design applications.
5. Several researchers have recommended that future research should include 
three-dimensional modeling to allow for further parameter variation, including the 
consideration of variations in wall thickness and material discontinuity.
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CHAPTER THREE
3D LINER BUCKLING MODEL SETUP
Several researchers (Zhao 1999, Lu 2000, Zhu 2001) applied 2D FE models to 
study the effects of geometrical imperfections on liner buckling pressures. In their models, 
the 3D physical phenomenon was simplified to a 2D FE model based on the plane strain 
assumption, which is valid because the length o f the liner is much longer than its 
diameter. Although presented in different formats, the geometrical imperfections in their 
studies can be generalized into three categories: ovality, gap, and longitudinal intrusion. 
These imperfections can be easily included into 2D FE models.
In this study, the focus is on the effect of imperfections which cannot be modeled 
using 2D models. One of the most common imperfections is the variation in thickness of 
a liner, which is observed both along the longitudinal and circumferential directions of 
the liner. Other defects, such as a circular defect, will be studied using the 3D models as 
well. In the following sections, some issues concerning the 3D model setup are discussed.
26
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3.1 Model Setup
3.1.1 Basic Liner Geometrical Parameters
The critical buckling pressure of a liner is largely determined by its own 
geometrical parameters, which include dimensional ratio (DR), annular gap between the 
liner and host pipe (gap), ovality, and longitudinal intrusion. Early in the development of 
the 3D model, typical values of these parameters were selected based on tests at the TTC, 
as summarized in Table 3.1.





Longitudinal Intrusion NA (2)
(1) These two parameters were calculated by the equations
in Chapter 2 with the following measured parameters:
Major Liner Outside Diameter = 8.24 in.
Minor Liner Outside Diameter = 7.76 in.
Liner Thickness = 0.178 in.
(2) Longitudinal intrusion is not applied to the 3D model at 
this stage.
The elastic modulus was set at 459,000 psi, and Possion’s ratio was set to 0.3.
3.1.2 Element Selection
In the ABAQUS FE package, shell elements are used to model 3D thin shell 
structures. As discussed in ABAQUS (2001), shell element S9R5 is preferred for 
modeling doubly curved shells and for contact analyses, which is the case o f the liner 
buckling model. Furthermore, since this study focuses on the thickness variation o f the
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liner, the thickness is defined at it nodes. Clearly, more nodes in an element will increase 
the flexibility of the thickness variation modeling. Thus, S9R5 elements are selected in 
our modeling.
According to ABAQUS (2001), the S9R5 element uses five degrees of freedom 
(three displacement components and two in-surface rotation components) where possible 
to achieve more economical computation.
In ABAQUS 6.2 and the previous versions 6.1 and 5.8, element S9R5 performed 
well in the models with thickness variation and local defects, as discussed in chapters 4 
and 5. However, in ABAQUS 6.3, which was released in October, 2002, some negative 
eigenvalues and over-constraint errors were generated during the standard processing. 
One of the possible reasons was that the ABAQUS code modified how contact analyses 
are handled, resulting in differences between different versions of the software. The 
following is quoted from the ABAQUS new release notes of version 6.3: 
“Overconstraints that cannot be resolved automatically, such as overconstraints in contact 
analyses or overconstrained closed-loop mechanisms, are detected by ABAQUS/Standard 
during preprocessing or during the analysis.”
(http://www.abaaus.com/support/ts v63/books/mb/default.htm)
To adjust to ABAQUS 6.3, element S9R5 was replaced by element S4R5,4-node 
doubly curved thin shell, reduced integration with hourglass control, using five degrees of 
freedom per node. All the models were rerun, and very similar results were observed.
3.1.3 Reference Surface
The reference surface, which is the surface containing the element nodes, is 
typically coincident with the mid-surface of the shell. In the liner modeling, it is more
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convenient to define the reference surface as the outer surface o f liner. This is the surface 
that contacts the inner surface of the host-pipe. This is preferred to setting the reference 
surface as the mid-surface for the following reasons. First of all, it is convenient to define 
a more precise surface geometry, which is critical in modeling the contact between the 
liner and host-pipe. Second, it is observed that the outer surface o f the liner is smooth 
while the inner surface is relatively rough of the liner. Third, the gap between the liner 
and host pipe can be precisely defined. The optional command OFFSET = 0.5 is used in 
* SHELL SECTION to set the reference surface to the outer surface.
3.1.4 Boundary Conditions
Based on the symmetrical two-lobe buckling assumption, one quarter o f the liner 
circumference is modeled with the boundary conditions as shown in Table 3.1. The x- 
axis is horizontal, the y-axis is vertical and the z-axis is along the length o f the liner.
Table 3 .2  Boundary Condition of Two-lobe Buckling Model
u x* U *y u * &** ty**
Crown Fix Free Free Free Fix Fix
Mid Free Fix Free Fix Free Fix
Top Free Free Fix Fix Fix Free
Bottom Free Free Fix Fix Fix Free
* ^ x, ^ y, ^ i s  the displacement along x, y, and z axis respectively 
** , & is the rotation about x, y and z axis respectively
The boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1.




Fig. 3.1 Model Boundary Condition
3.1.5 Loading
As described in Chapter 2, the loads applied to the liner are the ground water 
pressure and the constraint load from the host pipe. The ground water pressure is 
modeled using the element-based distributed load with the ABAQUS *DLOAD 
command.
The constraint force from the host pipe is simulated by the contact and interaction 
between the host pipe and liner. The inner surface of the host and the outer surface o f the 
liner are defined as the contact surfaces. The host pipe inner surface is defined as the 
master surface, while the liner outer surface is set as the slave surface. The nodes o f the 
slave surface are constrained not to penetrate into the master surface. In the boundary 
condition definition, all the degrees of freedom of the host pipe are constrained such that
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it remains rigid. The surface definition and contact condition is modeled using the 
ABAQUS commands * SURFACE DEFINITON and *CONTACT PAIR.
3.1.6 Solution Procedure
Short term buckling is modeled assuming elastic material behavior with a 
pressure that increases monotonically from zero to the buckling pressure. ABAQUS 
provides two approaches for non-linear static analyses. One for cases where the loading 
variations over the step must follow a prescribed history such as a prescribed 
displacement, and the other for cases where the loading is proportional (the loading over 
the complete structure can be scaled with a single parameter). In the later approach, load 
magnitude is considered to be part of the solution because buckling or collapse may occur. 
The solution is found by specifying the loading as a function o f time and incrementing 
time to obtain the non-linear response. The latter case was chosen in the current FE 
model. For this method, ABAQUS breaks the simulation into a number of time 
increments and finds the approximate equilibrium configuration at the end of each time 
increment. The solution is sought to a proportional loading case, including the possibility 
of unstable behavior. The loading increments were written into the results (.fil) file by the 
command *EL FILE for the use with the x-y plotting facility in ABAQUS/Post.
3.2 Model Verification
3.2.1 Length Effects
As described in last section, one of the basic assumptions o f the 3D model is the 
plane strain assumption. Based on this assumption, the length of the model is assumed to 
have no effect on the results, i.e. the critical buckling pressures are not expected to 
change if  the liner length is changed. Four models with the lengths of 10, 20, 40 and 60
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inches were run to test the length effects. In all of the four models the aspect ratio of the 
elements is kept at 1.0 and all the other characteristics of the models are identical. The 
critical buckling pressure of 120 psi is observed in all of these four models as excepted. 
The 10 inch pipe is adopted and is used in the mesh refinement study to verify the model.
3.2.2 Mesh Refinement
In the finite element model, choosing an appropriate number o f elements is one of 
the key issues influencing the computational accuracy and cost. A mesh that is too coarse 
will lead to iteration divergence. However, a too fine mesh will unnecessarily increase 
computer time.
One of the requirements in mesh refinements is to keep the aspect ratio in all of 
the models approximately one when possible. With this constraint and all the other 
conditions keep identical, the mesh refinements are conducted as shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.3 Mesh Refinement for the 10-inch Long Model
Mesb Discretization
(circumferential * longitudinal 











With the consideration of both accuracy and computation cost, the 30*48 mesh is 
selected, which means 30 elements on the circumferential direction and 48 element on the 
longitudinal direction.
3.2.3 Verification with Glock’s Model
Glock’s analytical model was used to evaluate the accuracy of the finite element 
models for perfectly circular pipes. The two-lobe buckling model is shown in Eq. 3.1.
(3.D
Setting the standard dimensional ratio SDR = — = 45, the elastic modulus E =
t
459,000 psi, and Possion’s ratio v = 0.3, the calculated critical buckling pressure Pcr is
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154 psi, while the critical buckling pressure from the finite element model with no ovality 
and gap is 149 psi. The relative error is 3%. Another point to consider is that a very small 
ovality is imposed to avoid the undesirable effects of that an initial disturbing force 
would have on the stress evolution. The ovality of 0.17% is referred to 0% in this study. 
This small ovality would help explain why the computational results were slightly lower 
than the analytical results.
3.2.4 Verification of the 3D Model with a 2D Model
To verify the 3D model, the 2D model used by Zhu (2000) is implemented using 
identical geometrical parameters. The resulting buckling pressure from a highly refined 
2D model is 113 psi, while the corresponding pressure from the 30*48 3D model is 108.8 
psi. The 2D model is somewhat stiffer than the 3D model, but the results lie within 4% of 
one another and are assumed to be acceptable.
3.3 Conclusions
1. A 3D liner buckling model was developed based on the geometric parameters 
shown in Table 3.1.
2. The S4R5 shell element was chosen to represent the wall of the liner.
3. The mid-surface was set as the outer surface of the liner to facilitate the 
definition of the contact surface.
4. Periodic boundary conditions were set as defined in Table 3.2.
5. The liner is uniformly loaded by external pressure (to simulate ground water 
pressure) and is constrained by the host-pipe.
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6. Loading is applied in increments, going from zero to the buckling pressure. The 
increments are chosen by ABAQUS in a way so that the convergence criteria are not 
violated. The loading increments (or time steps) decrease as buckling is approached due 
to the “large” deflections that are caused by “small” pressure increments.
7. The length o f the 3D model has no influence on the resulting buckling 
pressures.
8. The 3D model is verified by Glock’s analytical model and by comparison with 
a 2D FE model.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INFLUENCE OF THICKNESS VARIATION 
ON LINER BUCKLING
The variation of liner thickness has been observed both in laboratory specimens 
and in the field. In laboratory tests, the thickness of a pipe liner is usually calculated by 
taking the average of the thicknesses at different locations along liner circumference. 
Since thickness is a crucial factor in determining the performance of the liner, the effects 
of thickness variation has invoked the interests o f the researchers for a long time.
Furthermore, thickness has been observed to vary both in the circumferential and 
longitudinal directions. It is impossible to cover variations in both directions using a 2D 
model. In this chapter, a study of the influence of liner thickness variation on critical 
buckling pressure using a 3D FE model is presented
36
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4.1 Thickness Variation along Longitudinal Direction
4.1.1 Sinusoidal Thickness Variations
Careful examination of liner specimens reveals that thickness variations are 
randomly distributed along the inner surface of the liner (assuming a smooth host pipe) 
and/or along the outer surface of the liner for rough host pipes. There are no papers in 
the literature that discuss the distribution and magnitude of thickness imperfections for 
CIPP products. Using qualitative observations o f experimental specimens tested at the 
TTC, the variations are continuous instead of abrupt. Here, it is assumed that the 
variations have a sinusoidal pattern. The sinusoid variation assumption makes modeling 
and analysis o f  thickness imperfections tractable, as periodic boundary conditions would 
apply for a non-uniform distribution of thicknesses.
In ABAQUS, the thickness of a shell element is controlled by the thickness at the 
nodes. The thickness between adjacent nodes varies linearly. The thickness of a node is 
given as
t = tA + b t-sm ( j j2 n )  (4.1)
where t = liner thickness at specific node 
^  = average thickness of the liner 
A* = the maximum thickness variation o f the liner 
N = number of nodes in a period 
n = nodal index
The magnitude and frequency o f variation is controlled by A/ and N, respectively.
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4.1.2 Length of the Model
The sinusoidal wave pattern was employed in simulating the thickness variation 
along the length of the liner. The periodic boundary conditions shown earlier in Table 3.1 
are enforced. Taking advantage of the symmetry property of the sinusoidal wave and the 
periodic boundary condition, only one half of the period of a sinusoid is modeled to 
simulate the infinite length of the liner. This significantly reduces the computational cost. 
To make sure that only one half o f a wave is sufficient to model the behavior of thickness 
imperfections along the length, a test case involving a whole period of a sinusoidal wave 
was simulated, and the results were the same as for the half wave.
In all o f the models, the dimension ratio of the elements was kept approximately 
at one. This restriction determines the relationship between the number of elements in 
each direction. Also, a minimum number of nodes along the length is required to simulate 
the sinusoidal wave pattern of thickness variations. Too few elements will lead to the 
inaccurate simulation o f the sinusoidal wave pattern because the thickness between 
adjacent nodes changes linearly. However, too many elements result in a large 
computational cost.
The length of the element along the longitudinal direction (L ) is determined by 
the length of the model (L) and the number of elements in the longitudinal direction ( N , ), 
i.e. Lc = L /N ,  . Similarly, if  we define the element number in the circumferential
fid
direction as N t , then the length of the element is Le = ̂  since one fourth o f the liner is
modeled. Notice that the lengths in both directions are approximately the same because 
the aspect ratio is one. By combining the above two equations together, the length o f the
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7id $
model is given as, L=   . While the diameter of the liner is eight inches, the length
4 N c
has to be carefully selected to offset the computational cost and simulation accuracy. A 
very short length will result in an excessive number of elements around the 
circumferences. In the next section, one fifth of the simulated one quarter circumference 
is selected for the length as
L = n d  • —  • —  (4.2)
4 5
Here, if d is 8 inches, then the length o f the model becomes 1.256 inches. A model with a 
length of 1.256 inches is used for mesh refinement.
4.1.3 Mesh Refinement
With the ratio of elements in the circumferential to longitudinal direction set at 5, 
mesh refinement is conducted by choosing the maximum thickness variation as 20% of 
the average thickness. That is, the average thickness of 0.178 inches corresponds to a At 
of 0.0356 inches. The results are shown in Table 4.1. The mesh described as 120*24 
corresponds to 120 elements in the circumferential direction and 24 elements in the 
longitudinal direction. Notice that 120 divided by 24 is 5.0. This discretization is chosen 
for the simulation discussed below.
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Table 4.1 Mesh Refinement for Longitudinal Thickness Variation






4.1.4 Effects of Frequency on
Buckling Pressure
The frequency of thickness variation in the longitudinal direction of the model is 
determined by the length of the model. As discussed in section 4.1.2, the length of the 
model is one half o f the wavelength o f the sinusoidal wave. Thus, shorter model length 
corresponds to higher thickness variation frequency, and longer length corresponds to 
lower variation frequency. Models with different lengths were run to test the influence of 
variation frequency on the buckling pressure as shown in Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.1. The 
maximum thickness variation, A t , is one half o f the average thickness, 0.089 inches.
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P IP* cri' cri
3.14 2 129.8 121.54%
2.09 3 131.2 122.85%
1.57 4 134.8 126.22%
1.256 5 136.6 127.90%
1.047 6 138.6 129.78%
0.897 7 139.8 130.90%
0.785 8 141.6 132.58%
0.7 9 142.2 133.15%


















8 10 1262 40
Model Circumference/Length 
Fig. 4 .1  Variation of Buckling Pressure with Frequency in the Longitudinal Direction
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Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.1 clearly show that the buckling pressure increases with the 
increasing of thickness variation frequency in the longitudinal direction. In the simulation, 
the shortest half-wavelength (highest frequency) was 0.68 inches. Shorter wavelengths 
were not simulated because wavelengths that are too short lead to abrupt changes in 
thickness.
4.1.5 Effect of Thickness Variation 
on Buckling Pressure
This section explores the influence of thickness variations on buckling pressure, 
where the thickness variations, At , are distributed according to Eq. 4.1. The average 
thickness of liner, tA in Eq. 4.1, is 0.178 inch. Here, the thickness is allowed to vary from 
0% to 50% of 0.178 inches for a liner with a circumference to length ratio of 5. For 0% 
variation, the thickness is uniform and the resulting buckling pressure, Pcn , is 106.8 psi.
For a 50% variation, the thickness varies between 0.089 inches (0.178-0.178*0.50 = 
0.089) and 0.267 inches (0.178+0.178*0.50=267). The results for variations ranging 
from 0% to 50% in increments of 5% are shown in Table 4.2 and in Fig. 4.1.
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Table 4.3 Variation of Buckling Pressure with the Magnitude o f the Thickness Variation 
along the Length of the Liner for a Circumference to Length Ratio of 5
% of A/ M agnitude of At Pa, P IP  'x cri cri
0% 0 106.8 100%
5% 0.0089 107 100.20%
10% 0.0178 107.8 100.90%
15% 0.0267 109.2 102.20%
20% 0.0356 111.4 104.30%
25% 0.0445 114.4 107.10%
30% 0.0534 117.2 109.70%
35% 0.0623 121.2 113.50%
40% 0.0712 125.8 117.80%
45% 0.0801 131 122.70%
50% 0.089 136.8 128.10%
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Fig. 4.2 Variation of Buckling Pressure with the Magnitude of the Thickness Variation 
along the Length of the Liner for a Circumference to Length Ratio of 5
4.2 Thickness Variation alone the Circumferential Direction
4.2.1 Influence of the Thickness at the 
Crown on Buckling Pressure
As discussed in Chapter 3, the 3D model used in this study is a 2-lobe buckling
model such that only one quarter of the liner circumference is modeled. Because the
minor axis of the ovalized pipe model lies in the vertical direction and passes through the
crown, buckling will always occur at the crown. However, in field applications and
laboratory experiments, it is believed that buckling occurs at a relatively thin or weak part
o f the liner (or where several weak areas work together to reduce the overall buckling
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resistance). This implies that, in the model, the thickness of the liner close to the crown 
plays an important role in determining the buckling pressure.
To verify this, two liner buckling cases were run which involved only one half 
period of a sinusoidal wave. The only difference between these two cases is that the liner 
is thinnest at the crown in case 1 and is thickest at the crown in case 2. In the first case, 
the buckling pressure is 81.2 psi, while it is 125.8 psi in case 2. The buckling pressure is 
1.55 times larger when the liner is thickest close to the crown. Thus, the distribution of 
thickness around the circumference, and not just the magnitude of the thickness variation, 
plays an important role in the buckling resistance of a liner. Since the buckling pressure is 
lowest when the thinnest region lies at the crown, all of the simulations given here will be 
based on the assumption that the liners are thinnest at the crown where buckling occurs.
4.2.2 Frequency of Thickness Variation
The frequency of the thickness variations will govern how many sinusoidal waves 
make up the quarter model of the liner circumference. It is assumed that both the 
frequency and magnitude of thickness variations influence the buckling pressure. To 
simplify the analysis, the influence of frequency is studied for a fixed magnitude, and 
then the magnitude is varied for a fixed frequency.
One of the comer stones in studying frequency variations of liner thickness is that 
the variation is usually random and unpredictable. No available document describes the 
thickness or material property variations that are common in CIPP liners. Observing the 
experimental specimens, it is found that frequency of thickness variation is generally high. 
One idea is that increasing the frequency of the thickness variations (using more waves) 
will result in less and less influence on the buckling pressure. This is the view promoted
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by several researchers. Notice that a frequency that is too high will result in abrupt 
thickness changes, which is not desirable. Also, when modeling high frequency variations, 
finer meshes are required to avoid abrupt changes in thickness.
In the ABAQUS model the thickness varies linearly between adjacent nodes. As 
shown in Table 3.1, there is no significant difference in the buckling pressure between 
meshes with 120*24 and 200*40 elements when the frequency variation is low. When 
modeling higher frequencies, the 200*40 mesh is chosen even though it will lead to much 
higher computational costs.
Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.2 show the variation in buckling pressure as a function of 
frequency for a variation magnitude that is 20% of the average thickness. It is observed 
that the buckling pressure varies significantly for low frequencies (less than 5 periods). 
Notice that the minimum is 75.8 psi with one period, while the maximum is 98.5 with 5 
periods. When the frequency is getting higher, the buckling pressure converges as the 
periods increasing as expected. Also notice that the buckling pressure for three periods is 
less than the buckling pressure for two periods. This dip in the curve shown in Figure 4.2 
is due to the grouping of thin areas both at the crown and at the location o f maximum 
tensile stress on the outer diameter of the liner (a point between the crown and the first 
point of contact of the liner with the host pipe).
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Table 4.4 Variation o f Buckling Pressure with Frequency
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Fig. 4.3 Variation of Buckling Pressure with Frequency
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Based on the conservative design rule, the minimum buckling pressure case, i.e., 
the frequency is the lowest, should be chosen for further study. However, based on the 
observation that the thickness variation frequency is normally high, the high frequency 
case is chosen to study. It is difficult to determine which frequency is the best among the 
high frequencies because there is no available guideline. Fortunately, there are very small 
differences between the high frequency results. The 10-period case is chosen for further 
study. This means that 10 periods will be modeled in the circumferential direction and 2 
periods will be modeled in the longitudinal direction. Recall from Eq. 4.2 that the length 
is one fifth of the circumference in the model.
4.2.3 Magnitude of Thickness Variations
As indicated in Fig. 4.1 for the case where the thickness varies along the 
longitudinal direction of the liner, the buckling pressure increases while the variation 
magnitude increases. Here, the same method was applied in studying the effects of the 
magnitude of thickness variation along the circumferential direction of the liner. Using a 
fixed frequency of 10 periods for a quarter model, the buckling pressure is recorded for 
different magnitudes of thickness variation as shown in Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.4 Buckling Pressure Variation with Magnitude of Thickness Variation along the 
Circumference of Liner
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Table 4.5 Buckling Pressure as a Function o f Different Thickness Variation Magnitudes
Magnitude of A/ 
(inch)
%  of A/ Pcri P IP* cri1 * cri
0 0% 106.4 100.00%
0.0089 5% 106 99.62%
0.0178 10% 104 97.74%
0.0267 15% 100.8 94.74%
0.0356 20% 96.2 90.41%
0.0445 25% 90.6 85.15%
0.0534 30% 84 78.95%
0.0623 35% 76.6 71.99%
0.0712 40% 68.6 64.47%
0.0801 45% 60.4 56.77%
0.089 50% 51.8 48.68%
It is obvious that the critical buckling pressure decreases while the magnitude of 
thickness variation along the circumferential direction increases.
4.3 Thickness Variation alone both Circumferential 
and Longitudinal Directions
As shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3, it is interesting to notice that buckling pressure 
increases with the magnitude of thickness variation along the longitudinal direction, 
while it decreases with the magnitude o f the thickness variation along the circumferential
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direction. From observations of the test specimens, the thickness of liners varies in both 
the longitudinal and circumferential directions simultaneously. This makes investigation 
o f thickness variations in both directions necessary.
4.3.1 Variation Pattern
The sinusoidal wave pattern was employed in modeling thickness variation along 
the circumferential and longitudinal direction separately. The advantages of using the 
sinusoidal wave, as mentioned above, is that the variation is continuous and gradual, and 
the magnitude and frequencies of the variation can be easily controlled by modifying 
related parameters in the sinusoidal equation.
When modeling the thickness variations in both directions, the same properties 
provided by the sinusoidal wave pattern in the previous two sections are still relevant. Eq.
4.3 is used in calculating the nodal thickness in this case.
t = (tA + A t-s i n ( ^ - • Pc .2 x  + ̂ P r 2 ff))-W , (4.3)
Nc N  L
where t = the thickness at a specific node
^  = the average thickness o f the liner
A* = the maximum thickness variation o f the liner
N c = the number of nodes along the circumferential direction
nc = the node index along the circumferential direction 
Pc = the number of periods along the circumferential direction 
N, = the number of nodes along the longitudinal direction 
n, = the node index along the longitudinal direction 
PL = the number of periods along the longitudinal direction
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W  f  = the weight factor
Another consideration in modeling the thickness variation is the average thickness 
along the longitudinal direction. Notice that a weight factor is applied to Eq. 4.3 to set the 
average thickness of each longitudinal line of nodes to be same (0.178 inches). Since the 
same weight factor is applied for each specific line, the thickness variation retains a 
sinusoidal wave pattern.
In Eq. 4.3, the thickness variation magnitude is controlled by At. Frequencies of 
variation are controlled by Pc and Pt along the circumferential and longitudinal direction,
respectively. Fig. 4.5 shows the 3D configuration of the inner surface of the liner 
modeled using Eq. 4.3.
Fig. 4.5 3D Configuration of the Inner Surface of a Liner with Thickness Variations 
along Both Directions
43.2 Verification of Periodic Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions are applied on both ends o f the model, which is 
specified as shown in Table 3.2. It was verified in Chapter 3 that the length of the liner
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model has no effect on the buckling pressure when the liner has uniform thickness. Also, 
when studying how the thickness varies along the longitudinal direction (as in Section 
4.1), the model length was verified to have no effect on the buckling pressure.
When studying the thickness variation in both directions, Eq. 4.3 is applied in 
modeling the variation pattern. One half of the wave-length is used in the model to 
simulate the infinite length of the liner based on the symmetry of sinusoidal wave and the 
periodic boundary conditions on the both ends o f the model along the length. To test the 
validity of the boundary conditions, models with a length o f one half of a wavelength 
(0.628 inches), one wavelength (1.256 inches), and two wavelengths (2.512 inches) were 
run. The same buckling pressure, 94.8 psi, was obtained in all of the three cases. The 
maximum thickness variation was one half of the average thickness for these three runs. 
Fig. 4.6 shows stress distribution of model with one half o f wavelength and one 
wavelength. This figure clearly shows that stress distribution is completely symmetric 
with respect to the center line in longitudinal direction in the one wavelength model. It is 
also observed that the stress distribution of the half wavelength model was essentially 
identical to the right half of the full wavelength model. This validates the periodic 
boundary conditions on both ends of the liner model and indicates that one half wave­
length, 0.628 inches, is appropriate for simulating a liner with infinite length.
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Fig. 4.6. Stress Distribution in Models with One Half (Left) and One (Right) Wavelength 
in the Longitudinal Direction
4.3.3 Variation of Frequency in 
Both Directions
One of the assumptions in the modeling is that the thickness variation follows the 
same pattern (the same magnitude and frequency) along both the circumferential and 
longitudinal directions. In Eq. 4.3, only one At is applied, which implies that the 
magnitudes of thickness variations are identical in both directions. The same frequency is 
simulated using the same sinusoidal wavelength in both directions. As discussed in the 
previous section, the length o f the model has no effects on the buckling pressure and one 
half o f the wavelength is adequate to simulate a liner with infinite length. The length of 
the model is determined by the wavelength of the thickness variation along the 
circumference of the model. For example, the longitudinal length should be one eighth of 
the circumferential length of the model if four periods o f thickness variation are
1 circumference
simulated in the circumferential direction ( -----------------------). The additional 4 in the
2 4-4
denominator here is due to the fact that we are modeling only V* o f the circumference.
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4.3.4 Effect of Frequency Variation 
on Buckling Pressure
As discussed in section 4.2, the frequency of thickness variation is determined by 
the number of sinusoidal periods along the circumference of the model. A higher number 
of periods corresponds to a higher frequency. The length of the model is one half of the 
wavelength in the circumferential direction. Table 4.6 shows the buckling pressure 
variation with different frequencies of thickness variation.
In column 4 o f Table 4.6, the ratio o f the buckling pressure for a specified 
thickness variation frequency to the buckling pressure with no thickness variation (106.8 
psi) is given. The percentages of buckling pressure and periods are plotted in Fig. 4.7.
This figure shows that the buckling pressure decreases with the increasing of the 
frequency of thickness variation. It is also shows that the buckling pressure decreases in 
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Fig. 4.7 Influence o f the Frequency of Thickness Variation on Buckling Pressure
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Table 4.6 Influence o f the Frequency of Thickness Variation on Buckling Pressure




K  (Psi> %
1 3.14 120.6 112.92%
2 1.57 114.4 107.12%
3 1.047 104.8 98.13%
4 0.785 101.6 95.13%
5 0.628 100.2 93.82%
6 0.523 100.4 94.01%
7 0.449 98.6 92.32%
8 0.393 96.8 90.64%
9 0.349 96.2 90.07%
10 0.314 94.6 88.58%
11 0.285 94 88.01%
12 0.262 93 87.08%
13 0.242 92.2 86.33%
14 0.449 91.6 85.77%
15 0.209 90.8 85.02%
16 0.196 90.4 84.64%
17 0.185 89.6 83.90%
18 0.174 89.4 83.71%
24 0.131 87.4 81.84%
30 0.105 86.2 80.71%
45 0.070 84.8 79.40%
4.3.6 Influence of the Magnitude of Thickness 
Variation on the Buckling Pressure
In the study above, the magnitude o f the thickness variation was set to the a 
severe level where At was one half of the average thickness, tA. The effects o f thickness
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variation magnitude are studied in this section. Table 4.7 shows the buckling pressure 
variation with changing values of the thickness variation magnitude. In all o f the models 
in Table 4.7, the length of the model is 0.628 inches, which is one tenth o f the model 
circumference. This implies that there are 5 sinusoidal wave periods along the 
circumferential direction and only one half along the longitudinal direction.
Table 4.7 Buckling Pressure with Different Thickness Variation Magnitude
% of At At (inch) Per (PSO % F*.
0% 0 106.8 100.00%
5% 0.0089 106.8 100.00%
10% 0.0178 106.8 100.00%
15% 0.0267 106.8 100.00%
20% 0.0356 106.8 100.00%
25% 0.0445 106 99.25%
30% 0.0534 105.6 98.88%
35% 0.0623 104.8 98.13%
40% 0.0712 103.6 97.00%
45% 0.0801 102.2 95.69%
50% 0.089 100.2 93.82%
The percentage of thickness variation and percentage of buckling pressure are 
plotted in Fig. 4.8. This figure shows that buckling pressure doesn’t change when the 
thickness variation is small (lower than 20%). When thickness variation is larger than 
20%, buckling pressure decreases with the increasing of thickness variation. Recall that 
the mean thickness is the same in all of the cases, so although the thinner areas may 
reduce the stiffness, the thicker areas may work together offset this reduction in stiffness.
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Fig. 4.8 Critical Buckling Pressure Variation with the Magnitude o f Thickness Variation
4.5 Liner Buckling and Thickness Distribution
4.5.1 Buckling Location and Thickness Variation
It is believed that the ovality is a key factor that influences both buckling pressure 
and where buckling occurs. Higher ovality leads to lower buckling pressure. Liners 
buckle along the minor axis o f the elliptical cross section, which for our case is the crown 
o f the model. Fig. 4.9 shows contour plots o f effective stress and displacement for a liner 
with 3% ovality and uniform thickness. Notice that both stress and displacement reach 
the maximum value at the crown.
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Fig. 4. 9 Contours o f Displacement (Left) and Stress (Right) for a Model with 3% 
Ovality and Uniform Thickness
When the liner thickness is not uniform, the thickness variation will influence the 
buckling pressure, as discussed earlier. At the same time, the thickness variation 
influences where the buckling occurs. Fig. 4.10 shows contours of thickness variation and 
FE displacements for a buckling model with both ovality and thickness variation.
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Fig. 4. 10 Contours o f Thickness (Left) and Displacement (Right) for a Model with 3% 
Ovality and Thickness Variation
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From Fig. 4.10, it is clearly that buckling occurs at the crown o f the liner. 
However, due to the thickness variation o f the liner, the displacements are not uniformly 
distributed in longitudinal direction. Larger displacements occur at the area of thinner 
thickness near liner crown. To demonstrate this observation, a displacement contour for a 
liner with the same ovality but different thickness distribution was plotted in Fig. 4.11
o s  10 IS 20
T2
Fig. 4. 11 Contours of Thickness (Left) and Displacement (Right) for a Model with 3% 
Ovality and Thickness Variation (thinner thickness at the ends of the liner)
In Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, both models have the same variation frequency, which 
is one period of the sinusoidal wave on the circumference o f the model. Low frequency 
results in large continuous thinner and thicker areas. With the increase o f thickness 
variation frequency, the size of the continuous thinner and thicker areas decreases. Fig. 
4.12 shows the thickness contours o f models with 1 and 6 period(s) in circumferential 
direction.
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Fig. 4.12 Thickness Contour of Model with One Period (Left) and 6 Periods (Right) in 
Circumferential Direction
With smaller and smaller continuous thinner and thicker areas, it is expected that
the influence of the thickness variation on the buckling location will decrease. Fig. 4.13
shows model with the thickness, displacement, and stress contours for a model with six
periods of thickness variation in the circumferential direction.
Fig. 4.13 Contours o f Thickness (Left), Displacement (Middle), and Stress (Right) for the 
Model with Six Periods of Thickness Variation in the Circumferential Direction
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From the displacement contour, it is clear that the displacement is not following 
the thickness distribution because the areas o f small thickness are very close to the crown. 
It is more like the displacement contour for the case of uniform thickness. The stress 
contour shows that the peak stresses follow the thickness distribution pattern. The 
influence of thickness variation on the buckling location decreases with increasing defect 
frequency.
4.5.2 Buckling Pressure and Thickness 
Variation
Fig. 4.14 shows buckling pressure with different frequencies of thickness 
imperfections. In all of the models, the thickness variation magnitude is one half o f the 
average thickness of the liner. The thickness varies from 120.6 psi for 1 period along the 
circumference (1 wave) to 100.2 for 5 waves. Table 4.6 summarizes buckling versus 
frequency results for frequencies up to 45 periods. As the frequency increases, the area o f 
small thicknesses (the dark blue area) moves closer to the crown causing the area o f 
reduced thickness to act more and more like a longitudinal defect near the crown. On the 
other hand, when the frequency is low, much o f the thin area is away from the highly 
stressed crown region. As frequency continues to increase, the defect gets closer and 
closer to the crown, thus resulting in lower buckling pressures.
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P = 120.6psi (1 waves) P = 114.4psi (2 waves)
P = 104.8 psi (3 waves) P = 101.6psi (4 waves)
P = 100.2psi (5 waves) P = 100.4 psi (6 waves)
Fig. 4.14 Buckling Pressure with Different Thickness Distribution Pattern
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4.6 Conclusions
1. A three dimensional (3D) 2-lobe liner buckling model was used to model 
the thickness variations. A sinusoidal wave pattern was employed in modeling the 
thickness variation both in the circumferential and longitudinal directions.
2. Thickness variations in the circumferential and longitudinal direction were 
studied independently at first. When the thickness varies exclusively in the longitudinal 
direction, the buckling pressure increases as the magnitude of the thickness variation 
increases. The opposite behavior was observed when studying the thickness variation in 
the circumferential direction. For this case, the buckling pressure decreases when the 
magnitude of thickness variation increases.
3. The following are some high-lights of the set-up of the model for the 
thickness variations in both directions simultaneously:
• periodic boundary conditions are applied to both longitudinal ends;
• Eq. 4.5 provides the nodal thickness of the sinusoidal wave;
• one half o f the wavelength o f the sinusoidal wave in the circumferential 
direction is the length of the model;
• thickness variations in both individual directions have the same magnitude 
and frequency;
• the average thickness along each longitudinal nodal line is the same.
4. For thickness variation in both directions, the buckling pressure decreases 
with the increasing of the frequency of thickness variation. The buckling pressure 
decreases in lower rate when the frequency of thickness variation is high. Under high 
frequency variation, the buckling pressure doesn’t change while the thickness variation is
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less than 20%. The buckling pressure decreases with increasing thickness variations when 
the magnitude is larger than 20%.
5. The distribution of displacement and stress o f a liner with thickness 
variation follows the distribution of the thinner wall distribution. When the thickness 
variation frequency is low, it is clear that the large displacements follow the thinner band. 
When the frequency is high, the influence of thickness distribution on the buckling 
location is less obvious.
6. The liner buckling pressure is high wherever there is wide band of 
continuous thickness at the crown part of the liner.
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CHAPTER FIVE
LOCAL DEFECTS
Point and area defects on the liner are a concern in liner design and application. 
For example, the technical specification for the Department of Public works in 
Indianapolis, Indiana addresses this issue in Section 1101 - Cured-in-Place Sewer 
Segment Lining (http://www.indvgov.org/dcam/sDecs manuals/pdf/rehab tech spec.pdf). 
The specification states that "prior to the installation o f  a cured-in-place liner, the 
contractor shall thoroughly clean the sewer designated to receive the liner. Cleaning 
shall constitute removal o f all debris, solids, roots and other deposits in the sewer line. 
The contractor shall be responsible fo r  clearing the designated sewer line o f  obstructions 
such as dropped joints, protruding lateral connections, and broken pipe/crushed pipe 
which reduces the cross-sectional area by more than 40% and/or which will prevent the 
insertion o f  the liner. The finished cured-in-place pipe shall be continuous over the entire 
length o f  the insertion run and be free from significant defects including dry spots, lifts, 
and delaminations. Any defects which will affect the integrity or strength o f  cured-in- 
place pipe shall be removed and replaced at Contractor's expense.”
66
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In this chapter, the effects of circular local defects on the buckling pressure are 
studied using 3D liner buckling model. The local defects are simulated by reducing the 
thickness and modulus o f elasticity in certain areas on the liner. Three aspects of local 
defects are of interest: (1) the frequency of defects, (2) the magnitude of the defects 
(maximum thickness variation or reduction of flexural modulus), and (3) the size of the 
defects. The effects are studied numerically by simulating the critical buckling pressure 
for different cases.
5.1 Continuous Thickness Variation
5.1.1 Defect Frequency Along the 
Length of the Liner
In the previous two chapters, only one quarter of a liner was simulated in the 3D 
models due to symmetry along the circumferential direction o f the liner. The results were 
assumed to be independent of the length of the model due to the periodic boundary 
conditions. However, in the case of local defects, the length o f the model determines the 
longitudinal distance between adjacent defects. This is the longitudinal occurrence 
frequency of the local defects. The length of the model is studied to determine the 
minimum distance between adjacent local defects which ensures the adjacent defects 
have no interaction with each other.
Local Defect Location and Pattern. When studying the influence of defect 
frequency, the worst case for defect separation is simulated so that the results will be 
conservative for all cases.
The local defects are assumed to be approximately circular in shape. Similar to 
the thickness variation discussed in Chapter 4, the thickness at the local defect changes
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gradually instead of abruptly. A sinusoidal wave is employed to model the thickness at a 
given node according to Eq. 5.1.
s i n [ ( - f ) - ( l - - ^ - ) ]  (5.1)
where t = the thickness at specific node
(a = average thickness o f the liner 
to  = the maximum thickness variation o f the liner 
d = the distance between the specific node and the center o f the local 
defect
Rwn = the radius of the local defectwp
Using Eq. 5.1, the thickness at nodes in the local defect area changes gradually, 
and all thicknesses are smaller than the average thickness o f the liner. In the model, the 
local defect is located at the upper right comer o f the model and the thickness in the 
center of the circle is set as the minimum. The worst case in this study assumes that the 
minimum thickness at the center of the defect is one half o f the liner average thickness 
and that the radius o f the local defect is one half of the mean inner diameter of the host 
pipe.
M esh R efinem ent. The local defect is simulated using At = tAH  = 0.178/2 =
0.089 inches with a defect radius of R = 8/2 = 4 inches. The mesh refinement is 
performed as shown in Table 5.1. Notice that the mesh discretization is given as the 
number o f elements along the circumferential direction times the number o f elements in 
the longitudinal direction.
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The mesh refinement study shows that a mesh with 30 elements in the 
circumferential direction is sufficient when considering computational accuracy and cost. 
Note that for this modeling, the objective is to find out the minimum length of the model 
such that two adjacent defects do not interact with one another. The number of elements 
in the longitudinal direction depends on the length o f the model. Consequently, the mesh 
refinement study given in Table 5.1 (which applies to a 10-inch long model) only 
determines the required number of elements in the circumferential direction. The number 
of elements in longitudinal direction for different length models is determined by the 
requirement that the aspect ratio of the element is one.
Length Effects. Simulations are run for models with lengths of 0.5d, 0.625d, 
0.875d, 1.25d, 1.875d, and 2.5d, where d is the mean inside diameter o f the host pipe (8 
inches). The results of these six simulations are shown in Table 5.2.
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4 0.5 30*20 49.4
5 0.625 30*24 57.8
7 0.875 30*34 60.2
10 1.25 30*48 60.6
15 1.875 30*72 60.6
20 2.5 30*96 60.6
From Table 5.2, it is clear that for models with length to diameter ratios greater 
than 1.25, the buckling pressure no longer depends on the length of the model. Notice 
that the local defect is located at the right upper comer of the model and the model is 
symmetric along the longitudinal direction, which implies that distance between the 
centers of two local defects is two times of the length of the model. Thus, when the 
distance between the centers of two adjacent local defects is 2.5 times the mean inner 
diameter of the host pipe (20 inches for the 8 inch pipe), adjacent local defects don’t 
interact with each other. Thus, a 10-inch model is chosen in the studying of the 
magnitude and area of local defects.
5.1.2 Local Defect Area and Magnitude
Variation Magnitude. Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.1 show the effects of the maximum 
thickness variation on the buckling pressure for a defect with a radius of 4 inches and a 
spacing between defects of 20 inches. The plot and table clearly show that the buckling 
pressure decreases as the thickness at the center of the defect decreases.























20 .00% | 
0 .00%  •
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
% of T hickness V ariation
Fig. 5.1 Variation o f Buckling Pressure with the Magnitude of the Thickness Variation 
for a Local Defect with a Radius o f Four Inches
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Table 5.3 Variation of Buckling Pressure with the Magnitude o f the Thickness Variation
for a Local Defect with a Radius o f Four Inc les
%  of At Magnitude of At (inches)
Per,
(psi)
P IP  'cn1 * crt
0% 0 108.8 100.00%
5.00% 0.0089 101.4 93.20%
10.00% 0.0178 93 85.48%
15.00% 0.0267 84.8 77.94%
20.00% 0.0356 77.2 70.96%
25.00% 0.0445 71.8 65.99%
30.00% 0.0534 68.4 62.87%
35.00% 0.0623 65.8 60.48%
40.00% 0.0712 63.8 58.64%
45.00% 0.0801 62 56.99%
50.00% 0.089 60.6 55.70%
Local Defect Diameter. The diameter of the local defect also influences the 
buckling pressure. Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.2 show that increasing of the area of the local 
defect causes the buckling pressure to decrease. In all of the models, the maximum 
magnitude o f the thickness variation, which is the thickness o f the center o f the local 
defect, is one half of the average thickness.
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Table 5.4 Critical Buckling Pressure Variation with the Diameter o f the Local Defect
^ w c a k - p o ' a A  ^
^ w c a k - p a i n t
(inches)
P e r ,
(psi)
P I P  '£.779 c r i
0.00% 0 108.8 100.00%
10.00% 0.8 106.4 97.79%
20.00% 1.6 101 92.83%
30.00% 2.4 95.4 87.68%
40.00% 3.2 89.8 82.54%
50.00% 4 84.6 77.76%
60.00% 4.8 79.2 72.79%
70.00% 5.6 73.8 67.83%
80.00% 6.4 69 63.42%
90.00% 7.2 64.6 59.38%
100.00% 8 60.6 55.70%














0 . 00%  • -      - - - ------------------
0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 60.00% 80.00% 100.00% 120.00%
% W eak-point D iam eter
Fig. 5.2 Buckling Pressure Variation with the Diameter of the Local Defect 
Compound Effects of Magnitude and Area. Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.3 show the 
compound effects of the defect area and the magnitude o f the thickness change on the 
buckling pressure. Notice that the buckling pressure of model with no local defect is 
108.8 psi.
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Table 5.5 Percent of Buckling Pressure for a Pipe with No Defect (108.8 psi) as a 
Function of the Thickness Variation Magnitude and the Area of the Local Defect
Defect _Diameter 10QO/ 
Host _ Pipe _  Diameter
Thickness at the Center of the Defect
0.9tavg 0.8 tavg 0.7 tavg 0.6 tavg 0.5 tavg
10% 99.63% 99.08% 98.71% 98.35% 97.79%
20% 98.53% 96.69% 95.04% 93.75% 92.83%
30% 96.88% 93.57% 90.99% 89.15% 87.68%
40% 95.04% 90.26% 86.95% 84.56% 82.54%
50% 93.38% 87.13% 82.90% 79.96% 77.76%
60% 91.36% 83.64% 78.49% 75.37% 72.79%
70% 89.52% 79.96% 74.26% 70.59% 67.83%
80% 88.05% 76.65% 70.04% 66.18% 63.42%
90% 86.58% 73.53% 66.36% 62.32% 59.38%
100% 85.48% 70.96% 62.87% 58.64% 55.70%













40.00% : --------- --------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------------- - -----------------
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
% of Diameter
Fig. 5.3 Percent o f Buckling Pressure for a Pipe with No Defect (108.8 psi) as a Function 
of the Thickness Variation Magnitude and the Area of the Local Defect
5.2 Local Defects with Weaker Material Properties
Due to the inappropriate operations in liner curing process or cleaning o f the host 
pipe, the resin may not be properly cured as expected in some areas of the pipe. This can 
cause the flexural modulus (E) at a given location to be lower than the average modulus 
of the pipe liner.
In this section, a liner with a local defect consisting o f a reduced elastic modulus 
is modeled to investigate the effects on the critical buckling pressure. In all of the models 
in this section, the flexural modulus of the entire weak point is the same (there is no 
variation of flexural modulus across the weak point as was the case for the thickness
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imperfection). This implies that the material property at the edge of the defect changes 
abruptly.
5.2.1 Frequency
The shape of the local defect with weaker material properties was simulated as a 
circle. As described in the previous chapters, only one quarter o f the liner circumference 
was simulated in the 3D model, as shown in Fig 5.4. Consequently, one quarter of the 
local defect was simulated in the model as well due to the periodic boundary conditions. 
The occurrence frequency is again studied to determine the minimum distance between 
two local defects which ensures no interaction between adjacent local defects. Note that 




Fig. 5.4 Model with a Local Defect
5.2.2 Mesh Refinement
The mesh refinement of the model with a local reduction in the flexural modulus 
is summarized in Table 5.5. Notice that the diameter o f the defect in the models in this
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mesh refinement study is the same as the liner mean diameter and that the flexural 
modulus of elasticity at the local defect area, Ed, is one half of the average modulus E,
i.e., E j= —E. The length of the models is 5 inches. The value mesh discretization column 
2
is interpreted as the number of element alone the circumferential direction * the number 
of element along the longitudinal direction.
Table 5 .6  Mesh Refinement for the Model with Local Material Property Reduction







The mesh of 30*24, which means 30 elements along circumferential direction, is 
selected for the following models to balance computational accuracy and cost. Notice that 
only the mesh discretization along the circumferential direction is of interest because the 
model length varies (as was the case for the thickness imperfections). The number of 
elements in the longitudinal direction is set to keep the aspect ratio of the elements 
approximately one.
5.2.3 Model Length Effects
In Table 5.6, the buckling pressures o f models with different lengths and different 
local defect diameters are listed. The purpose here is to find the minimum distance 
between adjacent local defects which ensures the adjacent defects have no interaction
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with each other. Notice in the table that the first row stands for the model length and the 
first column stands for the ratio between the diameters of the local defects with the host- 
pipe inner diameter. The intersection o f this row and column is the buckling pressure 
corresponding to a specific model length and local defect diameter. One o f the rules in 
the model construction is that the length of the model is larger than the radius o f the local 
defect, otherwise the model is not applicable (NA). Otherwise, the defects would overlap.
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One-Half of the Distance Between Defects (inches)
1 in. 2 in. 3 in. 4 in. 5 in. 7 in. 8 in. 10 in.
0.1 100.6 106.4 106.4 106.8 107.8 107.8 107.8 107.8
0.2 87.8 97.4 101.6 102.2 103 103.2 103.2 103.2
0.3 NA 85.3 97.4 98.2 98.6 98.6 98.6 98.6
0.4 NA 82 90.2 91.8 92.2 92.6 92.6 92.6
0.5 NA NA 81.8 84.8
85.4 86 86 86
0.6 NA NA 73.2 77.8
78.2 79 79.6 79.6
0.7 NA NA 66.4 70.8 72.2
72.8 73.4 73.4
0.8 NA NA NA 64.4 64.4 64.4
64.4 64.4
0.9 NA NA NA 62.2
62.2 62.2 62.2 62.2
1 NA NA NA 60.8 60.8
60.8 60.8 60.8
In Table 5.6 for models where the diameter of the local defects are larger than 
seven-tenths of the liner mean diameter (the bottom three rows of the table), the length of 
the model doesn’t affect the buckling pressure. This occurs because the influence o f the
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local defects in the circumferential direction dominates the buckling pressure and 
overrides the effects from the longitudinal direction.
In studying other local defects with a diameter less or equal than seven-tenths of 
the liner mean diameter, the buckling pressure increases as the model length increases. 
This indicates that the interaction between adjacent local defects is decreasing as the 
distance between them increases. For all of the defects given in the table, there is no 
difference in the buckling results for the 8-inch length and 10-inch length models. It is 
concluded that as long as the distance between the centers of adjacent defects is larger 
than 16 inches (which is 2 times the mean diameter of the liner), the adjacent defects 
have no interaction with each other. Consequently, the eight inch model is used in the 
following modeling.
5.2.4 Local Defects with Different Areas 
and Material Properties
It is expected that the area and material properties of a given local defects will
influence liner performance. In Table 5.7, a reduced flexural modulus of 0.5E, 0.6E, 0.7E,
0.8E, and 0.9E, are modeled. For each of these cases, ten different defect diameters are
simulated, with the diameter ranging from 0. Id to Id, where d is the mean diameter of the
liner.
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Table 5.8 Buckling Pressure Reduction (from 108.8 psi) for Models with Local Defects 
o f Varying Size and Flexural Modulus
Defect _  Diameter 10()n/ 
Host _ Pipe _ Diameter
Fraction of the Flexural Modulus E
0.9E 0.8E 0.7E 0.6E 0.5E
10% 99.82% 99.63% 99.26% 98.90% 97.43%
20% 99.26% 98.35% 97.06% 95.77% 94.67%
30% 98.71% 97.06% 95.04% 92.83% 90.26%
40% 96.69% 95.59% 88.97% 86.03% 84.74%
50% 96.14% 92.37% 84.93% 82.54% 78.49%
60% 95.40% 89.52% 82.90% 77.21% 71.88%
70% 94.49% 87.87% 79.78% 72.06% 66.36%
80% 93.75% 86.67% 77.57% 68.57% 59.19%
90% 93.20% 84.93% 76.10% 66.91% 57.17%
100% 92.65% 84.01% 75.00% 65.63% 55.88%
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Fig. 5.5 Buckling Pressure Reduction (from 108.8 psi) for Models with Local Defects of 
Varying Size and Flexural Modulus.
5.3 Conclusions
1. Circular local defects with a thickness that varies continuously in a sinusoidal 
manner as in Eq. 5.1 were modeled using a 3D FE model. Defect frequency, magnitude, 
and size were investigated. The following conclusions are drawn:
•  When the distance between the centers of two adjacent defects is larger 
than 2.5 times o f the outer diameter of the liner, the adjacent defects do 
not interact with each other.
• The critical buckling pressure decreases as the size and the magnitude of 
thickness variation increase.
i
-■— 0.8E | 
0.7E 
*  -0 .6 E  
* - •  0.5E!
:—
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• The compound effects o f magnitude and size o f the local defects on 
buckling pressure is shown in Fig. 5.3.
2. Circular local defects with a reduced flexural modulus were modeled using a 
3D FE model. The flexural elastic modulus o f the local defect changes abruptly to the 
reduced value at the edge of the defect. Defect frequency, magnitude, and size are 
investigated with the following conclusions:
• When the diameter of the local defect is larger than seven-tenths of the 
mean diameter of the liner, the defect is so large that the longitudinal 
spacing no longer influences the buckling resistance. That is, the critical 
buckling pressure does not change with the model length for models 
where the diameter o f the defect is greater than 0.7 times the outer 
diameter of the liner.
• In the case that the local defect diameter is smaller than seven-tenths of 
the mean diameter of the liner, the adjacent local defects do not interact 
with each other when the distance between them is larger than 2.0 times 
the liner diameter.
•  The critical buckling pressure decreases with a decrease in the flexural 
modulus of the defect and an increase in the size of the defect.
•  The compound effect of the magnitude of the modulus reduction and the 
size of the local defects on buckling pressure was shown in Fig. 5.5.
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CHAPTER SIX
INCORPORATING RELIABILITY INTO THE DESIGN 
OF PIPELINE REHABILITATION LINERS
Laboratory liner buckling experiments are an essential step in developing an 
understanding of liner buckling processes, and researchers attempt to predict the long­
term behavior of liners using such experimental data. In the last two decades, a large 
number of laboratory tests have been performed by different groups (Aggarwal and 
Cooper (1984), Lo and Zhang (1994), Guice (1994), Boot and Javadi (1998), Bakeer 
(1999)). Significant scatter in the buckling time corresponding to a given applied pressure 
was observed for long-term buckling tests, causing concern when applying the 
conclusions from the experimental data to real design situations (Moore (1998), 
Me Alpine (1996)). This study analyzes two sets of buckling tests recently performed at 
the Trenchless Technology Center (TTC), Louisiana Tech University (LTU) using 
statistical methods. Reliability factors are introduced into the ASTM design model, 
providing a method for designers to quantitatively estimate the influence of observed 
scatter on liner design.
85
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6.1 Inverse Prediction of Liner Buckling Pressure
6.1.1 Time Corrected Elastic Modulus 
in ASTM 1216
According to ASTM F 1216-98, the design equation for liners installed in partially 
deteriorated gravity pipes is shown in Eq. 2.1 in Chapter 2.
One of the key issues in applying this model, as well other existing models, is the 
determination o f the long-term (time corrected) elastic modulus, El. Designers typically 
take El as one half of the short-term modulus of elasticity, E, for a design life o f 50 years. 
Falter et al. (1996) derived an expression for the variation in the elastic modulus by 
assuming that the short-term modulus corresponds to a time of 0.1 hours and the long­
term modulus corresponds to 50 years. Fitting an equation using these two modulus-time 
pairs on a Log(E) versus Log(time) plot results in
( 6 1 )
This expression allows the modulus to vary smoothly between the short-term 
modulus at 0.1 hour and the long-term modulus, which is taken as Vi the short-term 
modulus at 50 years.
6.1.2 Experimental Data Used for 
Reliability Calculations
The objective of this paper is to examine the scatter in applied pressure versus
buckling time plots so that reliability can be incorporated into liner design. The data
gathered from two sets of liner buckling experiments on CIPP liners is used as the basis
for examination of liner reliability. All o f these experiments were completed at the TTC.
The first test program was partially funded by the State of Louisiana Board of Regents
Support Fund (BoRSF). The BoRSF data involves three sets of long-term buckling
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experiments in 8 inch diameter pipes and three sets of experiments in 12 inch diameter 
pipes. Each set of BoRSF data involved 25 long-term liner buckling experiments. The 
average liner outer diameter to thickness ratios (DRs) of the liners installed in the 8 inch 
pipes were 54.6, 49.4, and 45.8 while the DR values for the 12 inch diameter pipes were 
58.6, 48.9, and 43.8. The second test program was funded by the National Science 
Foundation and involved 13 long-term liner buckling experiments in 8 inch diameter host 
pipes. The average DR for these tests was 43.0.
6.1.3 Regression Analysis of Experimental Data
A log-log plot of time versus pressure for the BoRSF data set with a DR of 58.6 is 
seen in Fig. 6.1 along with a best fit line to the data. The data used to create this figure is 
given in Table 6.1, where only 21 of the original 25 test specimens resulted in usable 
data.
10000
—  Best Fit Line 
•  Experim ental Data10000 -
X  1000 ■
100 -
44.8731.62 35.48 39.8125.12 28.1822.39
Pressure (psi)
Fig. 6.1 Linear Regression for BoRSF Liners with a DR of 58.6 
The least squares regression line for this data set is given by
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Iog(0 = i?o„ + / C  ‘ log(P)= 15.55-8.55 • log(P) (6.2)
A A
where f l 0pand are constants determined by linear regression, t is the buckling time,
and P is the applied pressure.













1 0.201 59.20 25 3701.5
2 0.213 55.86 25 1058.4
3 0.187 63.63 26 8070.3
4 0.197 60.40 26 4752.3
5 0.207 57.48 27 1198.3
6 0.196 60.71 27 503.7
7 0.209 56.93 29 423.3
8 0.196 60.71 29 4693.3
9 0.203 58.62 29 2950.7
10 0.197 60.40 31 1034.5
11 0.204 58.33 31 2786.5
12 0.195 61.02 31 112.8
13 0.223 53.36 33 453.3
14 0.208 57.21 33 481.2
15 0.214 55.60 33 554.5
16 0.202 58.91 35 462.0
17 0.211 56.39 35 285.0
18 0.205 58.04 37 121.2
19 0.198 60.10 37 42.6
20 0.198 60.10 37 82.1
21 0.204 58.3 41 49.2
Ava: 0.203 58.6
Host Pipe Inside Diameter <in): 11.947
Uniform Gap for 12 inch Diameter 6.5 mm Liners (in): 0.024
Computed Liner OD (in): 11.899
Thickness of Polyethylene Coating (in): 0.015
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6.1.4 Pressure Predictions
As plotted in Fig. 6.1, pressure (x-axis) is the independent variable in the 
experiments and buckling time (y-axis) is the dependent variable. The variables are 
plotted in this way because liner buckling experiments involve setting the pressure to a 
level below the critical pressure and recording the time required for failure. Thus, in 
laboratory tests, time depends on pressure. In field applications, we are interested in 
predicting the pressure that a liner can sustain for a given design life, which is usually 
taken as 50 years. In statistics, this problem of predicting x for a give value o f y is called 
inverse prediction.
The prediction of x (or Log(pressure)) from Eq.6.2 for a given y (or Log(time)) is 
given by
A
y-Ponx p =-------- ~ (6.3)
K
A
where xp is the estimate of x for a giving y, f i Qp is the intersection o f the best fit 
line with the y axis, and J3ip is the slope of the best fit line.
When designing for a given reliability level, it is customary to consider upper 
( x„p ) and lower ( x ,p ) confidence or prediction limits that lie on either side o f the
predicted value of x corresponding to the best-fit line. Fig. 6.2 shows how xUp and x lp are
distributed around xp for a given value of y.






Fig. 6.2 Schematic o f Inverse Prediction
For inverse prediction, these limits are given as (Ott, (1993))
x uP = * +  ——2 [(x - x )  + d]  (6.4)1 -  c
X l-P =  X +  , 1 2 [ ( X p - X ) ~ d } ( 6 5 )1 -  c
where x  is the mean value o f the independent variable while c and d depend on the 
desired reliability level. Here, we specify the reliability level using a . When a  is equal
to 0.10, the reliability level is 1-ar or 0.90 (90% reliability). If tal2 is a constant obtained
from the t-distribution table for the corresponding a , then c2 and d are given as





where n is the number of data points in the experiment, SSE is the sum of squares error in 
the linear regression, and is the corrected sum of squares for the x, ’s, which is
calculated as ^ T ( j c ,  - x ) 2 . The regression analysis was accomplished by using the
statistics software package SAS. The upper and lower bounds were calculated from Eqs. 
(6.4) and (6.5) using Microsoft Excel.
Two observations can be made from Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). One is that the greater
making the width of the prediction interval narrower. In regression, the linear relationship 
is measured by the coefficient of determination, R 2, where 0 < R 2 < 1. The larger R 2 is, 
the greater is the strength of the linear relationship between x and y. In our seven sets of 
experimental data, R 2 ranges from 0.4290 to 0.8026. The second observation is that one 
can obtain a more reliable prediction of x when y is closer to the center of the
experimental region, as measured by y .  Using y  in Eq. 6.3 gives anxp which is equal 
to* .
When applying Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5), the upper and lower bounds of pressure at 
different confidence levels can be obtained by using the corresponding a  in the 
equations. In Fig. 6.3, the upper and lower pressure bounds of 90% and 98% confidence
n
the strength of the linear relationship between x and y, the larger is the quantity (1-c2),
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are plotted for the experimental data given in Table 1. Notice that in the plot, time is 
taken as the x-axis while pressure is the y-axis. The upper and lower pressure bounds in 
the plot were obtained by using the inverse prediction method in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). The 
best fit line in the plot was obtained by using Eq. 6.3. Although both the lower and upper 
bounds of the pressure are plotted, what matters in the design is the lower bound, which 
leads to a conservative design. For example, for a given design life, a pressure level that 
lies below the experimental data would not cause the liner to buckle before the design life 
is achieved.
79.4 n









20.0 - 98% Lower Bound
Best Fit Line




Fig. 6.3 70% and 90% Upper and Lower Pressure Bounds for BoRSF Liner with 
DR 58.6
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6.2 Reliability Factor in Liner Design
6.2.1 ASTM Model Versus 
Experimental Data
One aim of the liner buckling experiments is to provide data that can be used to 
evaluate existing liner design models. The long-term liner buckling tests can be 
categorized as accelerated life tests (ALT), which means methods were devised to force 
the product to fail quicker than it would otherwise under normal operating conditions. 
The basic assumption is that the results o f ALT can be used to approximate the long-term 
behavior of the product under normal operating conditions. For the experimental data 
given here, the test pressure was much higher than the expected ground water pressure, 
which caused all the test specimens to fail within 10,000 hours, while the design life of a 
gravity pipe liner is normally 50 years (438,000 hours).
Fig. 6.1 clearly showed that there is a large amount of scatter in the time required 
for buckling for a given applied pressure. In Fig. 6.4, for experimental data in Table 6.1, 
the best fit line, the lower 95% confidence level pressure line, and the ASTM model were 
plotted together for comparison purpose. Notice that the lower bound of the 90% pressure 
interval in Figure 6.3 is taken as the 95% lower bound of pressure, which means 95% 
percent o f the predicted pressures are located above this line.
When comparing this test data to the prediction line from ASTM F1216 (obtained 
from Eqs. (2.1) and (6.1)), one observes that the ASTM model and the regression lines 
have different slopes. The obvious difference in slope may be caused by the inaccuracy 
of the design model and/or the large amount of scatter in the test data.










100 1000 10000 1000010
Time (Hours)
Fig. 6.4 ASTM Model Versus Linear Regression Lines with a DR of 58.6
It is important to note that the ASTM line shown in Fig. 6.4 is conservative over 
the 10,000 hour test period since it lies below the best fit line. That is, the experimental 
data reveals that the liner can withstand a pressure that is higher than the pressure 
computed from the design model given in Eqs.(2.1) and (6.1). However, the 95% 
pressure lower bound intersects with the ASTM model line. This indicates that the ASTM 
model is conservative for part of the experimental data and is non-conservative for the 
rest of the data. To compare the two models, we have chosen the predicted pressure 
corresponding to the mean value of the Log(time) data. This gave the most reliable 
prediction from the regression line.
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6.2.2 Reliability Factors for the 
Experimental Data
The reliability factor (RF) is defined here as the ratio of the design pressure at a 
given confidence level (Pd) to the ASTM F1216 design pressure
P,RF = (6.8),
ASTM
where Pd is computed by using Eq. 6.5 with x p estimated from Eq. 6.3 using y  for the y
value. The calculation results for all seven sets of data at confidence level 50%, 70%, 
90%, 95%, 99% and 99.5% are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Reliability Factors
Test
ID












BoRSF 54.50 31.79 48.99 1.54 1.43 1.27 1.17 0.92 0.76
BoRSF 49.10 42.22 61.84 1.46 1.40 1.31 1.26 1.17 1.12
BoRSF 45.80 53.12 70.96 1.34 1.28 1.20 1.16 1.07 1.03
BoRSF 58.70 24.48 31.37 1.28 1.21 1.10 1.05 0.94 0.89
BoRSF 48.90 43.37 52.81 1.22 1.14 1.02 0.96 0.84 0.78
BoRSF 43.80 57.96 70.59 1.22 1.15 1.06 1.02 0.93 0.89
NSF 43.00 62.58 104.34 1.67 1.55 1.35 1.20 NA* NA*
Ave. 1.39 1.31 1.19 1.12 0.98 0.91
Max. 1.67 1.55 1.35 1.26 1.17 1.12
Min. 1.22 1.14 1.02 0.96 0.84 0.76
Stdev. 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.14
* NA indicates that the experimenta 
corresponding confidence level
data are not suitable for making the prediction at the
6.2.3 Analysis of Reliability Factors
To use the information presented in this paper for design purposes, the designer 
has to choose the reliability factors that are most reasonable for a given application. For a 
conservative design, a logical approach is to use the minimum reliability factor for the 
desired confidence level from Table 6.2.
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These minimum reliability factors from Table 6.2, as summarized in Table 6.3, 
are plotted in Fig. 6.5. Notice that the values given in Table 6.3 are conservative for the 
other six test series.
Table 6.3 Recommended Reliability Factors for Design Purposes
| Confidence Level 50% 70% 90% 95% 99% 99.95%





0.6 •   ---------------------------------
0.5 • — --------------------- —         — -------------------------------
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 110%
Confidence Level
Fig. 6.5 Minimum Reliability Factors
6.2.4 Discussion of the Reliability 
Factors
The 8 inch diameter host pipes used in the experiments were 5 feet long and the 
12 inch diameter pipes were 6 feet long. These pipes are clearly much shorter than a 
segment of liner pipe installed in the field. The longer lengths present in the field would
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likely work to decrease the reliability factors somewhat below those shown in Table 6.3. 
However, many of the liner specimens whose buckling times were reported buckled near 
the ends due to the additional pressure exerted by the end clamps. This additional 
clamping pressure applied on top o f the water pressure would tend to make the 
experimental results more conservative. Thus, this paper assumes that these two 
competing factors of liner length and end conditions offset one another so that the 
reliability factors remain unchanged.
Finally, it should be noted that the reliability factors given in this paper are
dependent on the model used for liner design, as indicated by Eq. 6.6. If a model other
than the design equation given in ASTM F I216 for the partially deteriorated case is used
for liner design or if the long-term behavior is accounted for using an expression other
than that given in Eq. 2.1, then the ASTM pressure in Eq. 6.5 should be replaced by the
pressure computed by the model.
6.2.5 Reliability Factors Versus 
Factors of Safety
Factors o f safety o f 1.5 to 2.0 are typical in liner design. These factors o f safety 
are applied to account for uncertainty in groundwater loading, host pipe condition, and 
imperfections in the liner / host pipe system. The ASTM design equation given earlier 
accounts for ovality (out of roundness) in the lining system using an ovality reduction 
factor C. Other types of possible imperfections include the gap between the liner and host 
pipe, local intrusions of the liner, variations of liner thickness, point-to-point variations in 
material properties, pipe offsets, and other types o f imperfections due to host pipe 
deterioration. Of these defects, the liner specimens in the BoRSF and NSF experiments 
included gap and thickness imperfections and some material property variation. These
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imperfections are therefore implicitly included in the analysis presented in this paper and 
would not need to be considered when choosing a factor of safety, assuming the levels 
present in the experimental specimens are similar to levels expected in the field.
A factor of safety may also be applied to account for potential soil or traffic 
loading that could be transferred to the liner. Many researchers believe that the host pipe 
and surrounding soil becomes stabilized when the pipe is lined (Gumbel, 2001) due to 
elimination of infiltration. Whether justified or not, applying a factor of safety gives the 
designer a certain level o f comfort with regard to potential load transfer. Factors of safety 
also account for possible variations in curing for CIPP liners.
A reliability factor (RF) can be included in the ASTM design equation as
2 - K- E ,  C 1 RF 
\ - v 2 (S D R -1)3 N
For a given Pcr in Eq. 6.8, a reliability factor less than 1.0 will act to reduce the 
DR and increase the liner thickness for a given groundwater pressure. A factor of safety 
greater than 1.0 will also cause a decrease in DR and an increase in thickness. The 
designer has two choices for incorporating reliability into liner design:
(1) Design the liner using Eq. 2.1 assumes that the factor of safety is sufficient to 
account for two parts of uncertainties. One is the uncertainties that are present in 
the laboratory experiments but not accounted for in the design equation 
(reliability issues). The other uncertainties are those that may be present in field 
but are not represented in the test series at all. For example, annular gap between 
the liner and the host pipe was present in the laboratory tests but is not accounted 
for in the design equation. Likewise, longitudinal cracks o f the host pipe were
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not present in the experimental tests but may be present in the field and may act 
to reduce the buckling resistance of a liner. Assume that a liner is to be designed 
with 99% reliability corresponding to a reliability factor of 0.84 from Table 6.3. 
Separating the effective factor of safety into two parts, one that accounts for 
reliability and another that accounts for field conditions, leads to a factor of 1.19 
(1/0.84=1.19) for reliability and 1.68 (2.0/1.19=1.68) for field conditions.
(2) Design the liner using Eq. 6.8 where the factor of safety and the reliability factor 
are applied separately. In this case, it would be advisable to reduce the factor of 
safety, since current liner design practices for partially deteriorated host pipes are 
generally considered to be conservative enough. If an overall factor of safety of
2.0 is desired along with a reliability of 99%, then the factor of safety that should 
be used in Eq. 6.8 would be 1.68. If the designer wishes to apply a factor of 
safety of 2.0 in addition to a reliability of 0.84, then the overall safety/reliability 
factor would be 2.38 (2 / 0.84 = 2.38).
6.2.6 Design Example
Consider a CIPP liner design as an example to illustrate the application of a 
reliability factor in ASTM 1216-98. Assuming the mean inside diameter of the original 
host pipe is 12 inch with 5% ovality, the ovality reduction factor C is calculated to be 
0.64. The ground water table is 20 feet above the invert of the pipe, which means P is 
(20) (62.4)/144 = 8.67psi. Assuming that the short-term elastic modulus of the liner 
material, E, is 250,000 psi (the value o f E for the CIPP material tested here was 
significantly higher at 447,650 psi). The 50-year corrected elastic modulus, E , , is taken
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as one half of E, which is 250,000/2 = 125,000 psi, and the Poisson’s ratio is taken as 0.3. 
The enhanced factor, K, is 7 as recommended in ASTM 1216-98.
The following shows the calculations and results by applying the two options 
discussed in the previous section.
Option 1
Applying a factor o f safety of 2.0 in ASTM F1216-98, as given in Eq. 2.1 leads to
2.7-12M 0D --------L _ . M  (6.9)
1 -0 .3  (S D R -1)3 2
The resulting SDR is 42.4 which corresponds to a liner thickness o f 0.283 inches 
(12/42.4). The factor of safety o f 2.0 accounts for both reliability and 
uncertainties in field conditions. As mentioned earlier, a 99% reliability would 
correspond to a factor of 1.19 for reliability and 1.68 for uncertainties in field 
conditions.
Option 2
Using Eq. 6.8 with a reliability of 99% (reliability factor of 0.84 from Table 6.3)
and a factor o f safety of 1.5 results in
86?  = 2.7.125,000.0.64------- ^ . 0 8 4
1-0.3  (S D R -1)3 1.5
The resulting SDR is 44.00 which corresponds to a thickness of 0.273 inches 
(12/44.00). Repeating the calculations in Eq. 6.10 for other reliability levels with 
a factor of safety of 1.5 results in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4 Calculated Liner Thickness for N=1.5 and Various Reliability Levels
Reliability Level 50% 70% 90% 95% 99% 99.99%
Liner Thickness 
for Design Example 
(inches)
0.241 0.247 0.256 0.262 0.273 0.282
The first approach is probably the most reasonable since using a safety factor of
1.5 or 2.0 in Eq.2.1 covers the reliability issue plus additional uncertainties even when 
99.95% reliability is desired. That is, for 99.95% reliability, the reliability factor of 0.76 
is equivalent to using a factor o f safety o f 1.32 (1 / 0.76 = 1.32) which is less than 1.5.
6.3 Conclusions
Reliability factors that can be used with the ASTM F1216 design equation for the 
partially deteriorated case have been developed as summarized in Table 6.3. These 
reliability factors are an attempt to incorporate the scatter that has been observed in liner 
buckling experiments into liner design. A designer can either use the reliability factors 
separately in the design formula, as suggested by Eq. 6.8, or the designer can use Eq. 2.1 
and assume that the existing factor of safety applied accounts for all uncertainties in 
design, including reliability. Since the reliability factors are based on a limited amount of 
experimental data for a single CIPP configuration at greatly elevated pressures and 
sometimes using non-standard CIPP DRs, the more logical approach is to continue to use 
Eq. 2.1 with the understanding that the factor o f safety accounts for
•  scatter in the experimental data;
•  parameters present in the experiments that are not accounted for in the design 
equation (like gap); and
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• uncertainties that are expected in field applications.
The results o f this paper should help to provide the designer with confidence that 
their design will plot below the region of scatter observed on pressure versus time plots.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF LINER DESIGN 
RELIABILITYUSING MULTIVARIATE 
REGRESSION
In Chapter 6, univariate linear regression was applied to the BoRSF and NSF 
experimental data. Buckling pressure was predicted using the inverse prediction method 
to introduce the reliability factor into liner design guideline. In this chapter, the BoRSF 
experimental data is analyzed using multivariate regression. The inverse prediction 
technique for the simple regression is extended and applied to the experimental data. 
Reliability factors obtained using multivariate regression is studied in comparison with 
those in chapter six using univariate regression.
7.1 Regression Analysis of Experimental Data
7.1.1 One-variable vs. Two-variable Analysis
In Chapter 6, BoRSF and NSF experimental data was analyzed using one 
independent variable in the linear regression. Pressure was taken as the independent 
variable, while time until buckling was the dependent variable. Inverse prediction was 
used in the prediction of pressure for an observed time until buckling and in the
103
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calculation of confidence intervals. For this purpose of the analysis, experimental data
were divided into 6 groups by DR value, where each group had from 14 to 22 data points.
However, in linear regression, especially when a substantial scatter is observed, a large
sample is desired. This was achieved in this study by pooling the data over DR and
applying a multiple linear regression with DR and Log(pressure) as the independent
variables and Log(time) as the dependent variable. The regression analysis was
performed on 8-inch and 12-inch diameter host pipes separately. The inverse prediction
technique for the simple regression was extended and applied to the multivariate case.
7.1.2 Experimental Data Used for 
Multivariate Regression
In these multivariate regression analyses, only the six groups of BoRSF 
experimental data were used as shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Table 7.1 Experimental Data for the 8-inch Diameter Pipes
Pipe No. Ave. DR Ptest (psi) Time (hours)
1 54.52 39 2826.5
2 54.52 39 1051.1
3 54.52 43 304.7
4 54.52 45 476.4
5 54.52 45 419.2
6 54.52 48 672.3
7 54.52 48 314.1
8 54.52 52 209.3
9 54.52 55 333.2
10 54.52 55 74.8
11 54.52 58 3
12 54.52 58 253.3
13 54.52 58 8.3
14 49.11 51 2656.5
15 49.11 51 2875.5
16 49.11 51 1995.6
17 49.11 57 488.3
18 49.11 57 488.8
19 49.11 57 802.5
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Table 7.1 (continued)
Pipe No. Ave. DR Ptest (psi) Time (hours)
20 49.11 60 219.4
21 49.11 60 488.8
22 49.11 60 655.8
23 49.11 64 422
24 49.11 64 629
25 49.11 64 329.2
26 49.11 70 329.2
27 49.11 70 96
28 49.11 70 92.7
29 49.11 77 143.3
30 49.11 77 210.8
31 45.84 56 1938.8
32 45.84 58 942.6
33 45.84 60 804.6
34 45.84 60 540.2
35 45.84 60 963.3
36 45.84 67 184.8
37 45.84 67 727.4
38 45.84 73 211.8
39 45.84 73 515.5
40 45.84 73 353.9
41 45.84 80 244.7
42 45.84 80 144.3
43 45.84 80 140.3
44 45.84 87 46
45 45.84 87 141.4
46 45.84 87 35.5
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Table 7.2 Experimental Data for the 12-inch Pipes
Pipe No. Ave. DR Ptest (psi) Time (hours)
1 58.65 25 3701.5
2 58.65 25 1058.4
3 58.65 26 8070.3
4 58.65 26 4752.3
5 58.65 27 1198.3
6 58.65 27 503.7
7 58.65 29 423.3
8 58.65 29 4693.3
9 58.65 29 2950.7
10 58.65 31 1034.5
11 58.65 31 2786.5
12 58.65 31 112.8
13 58.65 33 453.3
14 58.65 33 481.2
15 58.65 33 554.5
16 58.65 35 462
17 58.65 35 285
18 58.65 37 121.2
19 58.65 37 42.6
20 58.65 37 82.1
21 58.65 41 1.9
22 58.65 41 49.2
23 48.85 41 2150.7
24 48.85 43 7088.7
25 48.85 43 782
26 48.85 45 668.3
27 48.85 47 692.2
28 48.85 47 241.5
29 48.85 47 1840.5
30 48.85 50 759.5
31 48.85 50 434.4
32 48.85 50 800.1
33 48.85 53 2528.8
34 48.85 53 794.1
35 48.85 57 145.8
36 48.85 57 117.6
37 48.85 57 107.7
38 48.85 61 379.8
39 48.85 61 31.8
40 48.85 61 44.8
41 48.85 66 23.2
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Table 7.2 (continued)
Pipe No. Ave. DR Ptest (psi) Time (hours)
42 48.85 66 45.8
43 48.85 66 368.8
44 43.78 56 7313.4
45 43.78 56 3301
46 43.78 58 5415.8
47 43.78 61 3697.2
48 43.78 61 1827.2
49 43.78 64 1438.1
50 43.78 64 2895.1
51 43.78 67 1588
52 43.78 67 522.4
53 43.78 67 2729.4
54 43.78 71 1619.4
55 43.78 71 1124.4
56 43.78 71 965.6
57 43.78 75 1188.1
58 43.78 75 1940
59 43.78 75 1821.1
60 43.78 80 41.8
61 43.78 80 255.8
62 43.78 80 932.8
63 43.78 90 185.7
64 43.78 90 99.3
65 43.78 90 123.8
7.1.3 Outlier Detection
Before performing a regression analysis, it is important to determine if there are 
any observations in the sample that do not seem to be consistent with the rest o f data 
points. Identifying and deleting such observations (or outliers) may improve the fit of the
regression model by increasing^2, the proportion o f the total variability that is due to 
regression.
The studentized deleted residuals were performed for detecting outliers. This was 
accomplished by deleting the i* observation from the data and running the analysis on the
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remaining data. If the studentized deleted residual was larger than 3.0, the ith observation 
was identified as an outlier.
For the 8-inch diameter pipe, observations Nos. 11 and 13 were diagnosed as 
outliers. For the 12-inch diameter pipe, only observation No. 21 was diagnosed as an 
outlier. These outliers were removed and the regression analysis performed on the 
remaining data.
7.1.4 Two-variable Linear Regression 
of Experimental Data
The linear regression model for the 8-inch diameter pipe (with n=44) is given by 
I og ( t )= f t +  ’log(p) + * DR = 19.1986 -- 6.2382 • log(/>) -  0.1114 • DR (7.1)
Other regression estimates are listed in Table 7.3
Table 7.3 Regression Estimates for the 8-inch Diameter Pipe
Mean Square Error ( S 2) 0.06081
CM element of the (x r )  matrix 6.4479
Cn  element of the (x x) matrix 0.0047
C , 2  element of the (x x) matrix 0.1302
The linear regression model for the 12-inch diameter pipe (with n=64) is given by
A A A  A
log(/) = P 0p + filp - log (p) + P 2p- DR = 26.3488 -  7.9684 • log(P) -  0.2005 • DR (7.2) 
Other regression estimates are listed in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4 Regression Estimates for the 12-inch Diameter Pipes
Mean Square Error ( S 2) 0.1873
C,, element of the (x r)  matrix 4.0038
C22 element of the (xx)  matrix 0.0027
C, 2 element of the (xx)  matrix 0.0961
7.2 Inverse Prediction of Pressure
In the above regression analysis, pressure is one of the independent variables in
the experiments and buckling time (y-axis) is the dependent variable. The regression
analysis is carried out in this way because liner buckling experiments involve setting the
pressure to a level below the critical pressure and recording the time required for failure.
Thus, in laboratory tests, time depends on pressure. In field applications, we are
interested in predicting the pressure that a liner can sustain for a given design life, which
is usually taken as 50 years. In statistics, this problem of predicting x for a give value o f y
is called inverse prediction.
7.2.1 Inverse Prediction of One of 
the Independent Variables
The regression model in Eq. 7.1 or 7.2 with two independent variables can be
expressed as
Y = Po+P\X i +P2x2+ s .  (7.3)
The parameters /?0, /?, and f l2 are estimated by the least squares method. The 
regression model with estimated parameters is given by
A A A  A
Y = fi0+ p l xl + p 2x2 , (7.4a)
where
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A _  A
0 o =Y- /3lXi- 0 2x2. (7.4b)
From Eq. 7.4a, one may estimate Log(pressure) ( x,. ) for an observed Log(time)





Replacing P0 in Eq. 7.4a by its value from Eq. 7.4b gives
Y = Y+ f i , (x, - x,)+ p 2(x2 -  x"2). (7.6)
For x, = x,, and x2 = x2, , the predicted Y value is given by
A _  A _  A _
Y , = Y + 0 x (x,. -  x ,)+ p 2 (x2, -  x2) . (7.7)
Since the errors have a normal distribution, ( Y, -  Y,) is known to have a normal 
distribution with mean zero and variance cr2(l + v'.), where
v, — +C||(Xj X|) + c 22(x2* x 2) + 2 c ,2(x, x, )(x2, x2) .  (7.8)
n
Hence,
Y,-Y.  = Y . - Y - p i(xl. - x l) - P 2(x2, - x 2) ~ N ( 0 , a 2(l + v, ) ) , (7.9a)
so that
T _ Y.-Y. Y. -  Y -  p x (x,, -  x ,) -  p 2 (x2. -  x2)  ̂ (7 9b)
S y ]  l + V ,  S y j l + V ,
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has a t distribution with (n-2) degrees of freedom.
From Eq. 7.9, it is seen that the set of all values o f x, satisfying the inequality
[ Y . - Y - f i x[xx- x x) - f i 2(xv - x 2)]2 <A2S 2( 1 + v .), (7.10)
where
^2= ( w  2y,
provides a 100(1- a )  % confidence region for the unknown x ,., given x 2 = x 2, .
Letting (x, -x ,)= d , Eq. 7.10 can be expressed as 
( P ? - X 2s h „ ) d 2
A A A
+ [2 f ix p 2(x2. -  x2) - 2 (Y. - Y ) p - 2A2S 2cl2(x2. - x2)]d (7.11).
_ a  2 _ a _ _  |
+ (Y, - Y ) 2 +(P2 -  A2 S 2 c 2 2  ) ( x 2 ,  - x 2 ) 2  - 2  P2(Y, - Y ) ( x 2 ,  - x 2 ) - A 2 S 2 ( 1  + ~) <0
The inequality in Eq. 7.11 withx2 = x2, provides a finite (1 - a ) %  confidence
A «  —
interval for the estimate x t. and is given by [dx +xl,d2 + x l ], where d , , d2are the real
A 2
roots of the quadratic expression in Eq. 7.11. For real roots to exist, Px must 
exceed A2s2cn . This implies that Px is significantly different from zero and that there is 
an effect of pressure on buckling time.
7.2.2 Upper and Lower Bounds 
of Pressure
When applying Eq. 7.11, the upper and lower bounds of pressure at different 
confidence levels can be obtained by using the corresponding A2, which is the square of 
the t-distribution value at the required confidence level (1 -  a )% . In Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, the 
upper and lower 95% pressure bounds are plotted for the experimental data of the 8-inch
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diameter pipe with a DR of 54.52 and for the 12-inch diameter pipe with a DR of 43.78. 
Notice that in the plot, time is taken as the x-axis while pressure is the y-axis. The upper 
and lower pressure bounds in the plots were the antilog of the bounds for Log(pressure) 
obtained from the inverse prediction method in Eq. 7.11. The best fit line in the plots was 
obtained by using Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2. Although both lower and upper bounds of the 
pressure are plotted, what matters in the design is the lower bound, which leads to a 
conservative design. For example, for a given design life, a pressure level that lies below 
the lower bound of experimental data would not (with probability 0.5) cause the liner to 
buckle before the design life is achieved.
125.0 -
100.0  - 95% Upper Bound
80.0 -
^  65.0-
a. Best Fit Line
50.0 -3







Fig. 7.1 95% Upper and Lower Pressure Bounds for the 8-inch Liner with DR = 54.52
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Fig. 7.2 95% Upper and Lower Pressure Bounds for the 12-inch Liner with DR = 43.78
7.2.3 ASTM Model Versus 
Experimental Data
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 clearly show that there is a large amount o f scatter in the time 
required for buckling for a given applied pressure. Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 show the 
experimental data for the 8-inch (DR=54.52) and 12-inch (DR=43.78) liners, the best fit 
line, the lower 97.5% confidence level pressure line, and the ASTM model together for 
comparison purposes. Notice that the lower bound of the 95% pressure interval in Figure
7.3 is taken as the 97.5% lower bound of pressure. This means that 97.5% percent o f the 
predicted pressures are located above this line.
When comparing the test data to the prediction line from ASTM F1216 (obtained 
from Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2), one observes that the ASTM model and the regression lines have
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different slopes. The obvious difference in slope may be caused by the inaccuracy of the 
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Fig. 7.4 ASTM Model Versus Regression Lines for the 12-inch Liners with DR = 43.78
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It is important to note that the ASTM lines shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 are
conservative over the 10,000 hour test period since they lies below the best fit line. That
is, the experimental data reveals that the liner can withstand a pressure that is higher than
the pressure computed from the design model given in Eqs.6.1 and 6.2. However, the
97.5% pressure lower bound intersects with the ASTM model line. This indicates that the
ASTM model is conservative for part o f the experimental data and is non-conservative
for the rest o f the data when 97.5% confidence is required. To compare the two models,
we have chosen the predicted pressure corresponding to the mean value of the Log(time)
data. This gave the most reliable prediction from the regression line.
7.2.4 Reliability Factors for the 
Experimental Data
The reliability factor (RF) is defined here as the ratio of the design pressure at a 
given confidence level (Pd) to the ASTM F1216 design pressure:
RF = —^ — , (7.12)
P  ASTM
where Pd is computed by using Eq. 7.11 with Y, taken as the average o f all measured Y
values, Y . The ASTM pressure is computed using Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2. The resulting 
reliability factors for all seven sets o f data at confidence levels of 50%, 70%, 90%, 95%, 
99% and 99.5% are shown in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5 Reliability Factors












54.50 29.19 48.98 1.68 1.64 1.50 1.46 1.36 1.30
49.10 39.94 60.26 1.51 1.47 1.38 1.31 1.23 1.20
45.80 49.11 69.18 1.41 1.38 1.28 1.20 1.15 1.12
58.70 22.97 30.20 1.31 1.38 1.12 1.04 0.95 0.91
48.90 39.75 53.70 1.35 1.26 1.12 1.07 0.98 0.93
43.80 55.22 70.79 1.28 1.20 1.09 1.04 0.95 0.91
Ave. 1.42 1.39 1.25 1.19 1.10 1.06
Max. 1.68 1.64 1.50 1.46 1.36 1.30
Min. 1.28 1.20 1.09 1.04 0.95 0.91
Stdev. 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17
7.2.5 Analysis of Reliability Factors
To use the information presented in this paper for design purposes, the designer 
has to choose the reliability factors that are most reasonable for a given application. For a 
conservative design, a logical approach is to use the minimum reliability factor for the 
desired confidence level from Table 7.5. These minimum reliability factors from Table 
7.5, as summarized in Table7.6, are plotted in Fig. 7.5.
Table 7.6 Recommended Reliability Factors for Design Purposes
Confidence Level 50% 70% 90% 95% 99% 99.95%
Reliability Factor 1.28 1.20 1.09 1.04 0.95 0.91













0.6  !  . :     : ,
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
C onfidence Level
Fig. 7.5 Average Reliability Factors
7.2.6 Comparison with RF in Univariate Regression Analysis
For comparison purposes, the minimum reliability factors obtained using 
univariate regression analysis (Fig. 6.5) and multivariate regression analysis (Fig. 7.5) are 
drawn together in Fig. 7.6. It is clearly shows that the reliability factor obtained by 
multivariate regression analysis is higher than those of univariate regression analysis. The 
difference is caused by the better regression properties provided by the large sample in 
the multivariate regression model. Further research with more comprehensive 
experimental data in terms of material properties, sample size, and DR, is desired.











0 6  ;   .  -------------------------------------------------------
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Confidence Level
Fig. 7.6 Comparison of Average RF using Univariate and Multivariate Regression
7.3 Conclusions
1. The inverse prediction of one independent variable in the multivariate regression 
model, as shown in Eq. 7.11, is an extension of the single independent variable regression 
inverse prediction technique. It is shown to be valid in the inverse prediction of pressure 
in liner buckling experiments.
2. The reliability factors as shown in Table 7.6 are recommended for liner design. 
The recommended reliability factors give the designer confidence to use the ASTM 
F I216 to design the liner while considering the scatter observed in laboratory tests.
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3. By comparing the reliability factors obtained in this chapter and those in Chapter 
6, it is recommended that this research be extended as more experimental data becomes 
available.




8.1.1 Conclusions of FE Analyses
In most previous liner buckling FE models, the liner buckling problem was 
simplified to a 2D model. In this study, a 3D liner buckling model was constructed using 
the ABAQUS FE software. In earlier studies, the influence of geometric factors, such as 
ovality, gap, and DR, was studied using 2D models. Here, the use of a 3D model makes 
the study of three dimensional imperfections possible. The variation of thickness in the 
circumferential, longitudinal, and combined longitudinal/circumferential directions were 
investigated along with a 3D circular defect. The details of these models and the 
conclusions resulting from these models are given below.
•  A 3D liner buckling model was constructed with the following features:
■ The S4R5 shell element was chosen to represent the wall o f the liner.
■ The reference surface of the flexible liner (where the nodes were actually 
defined) was set at the outer surface of the liner to facilitate the definition 
o f the contact surface.
■ Periodic boundary conditions were employed so that an infinite length of 
the liner could be modeled with reasonable computational cost.
120
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■ The liner is uniformly loaded by external pressure (to simulate ground 
water pressure) and is constrained by the host-pipe.
■ The length of the 3D model has no influence on the resulting buckling 
pressures.
• The 3D model is verified by Glock’s analytical model and by comparison with 
a 2D FE model.
• Buckling pressure increases with both the frequency and magnitude o f 
thickness variation in longitudinal direction. In this case, the thicker regions 
act as stiffening ribs.
•  For thickness variation in circumferential direction, buckling pressure is
stabilizes as the frequency of thickness variation increases, and buckling 
pressure decreases as the magnitude of thickness variations increase.
•  For thickness variation in both directions, the buckling pressure decreases
with the increasing of the frequency of thickness variation. The buckling 
pressure decreases in lower rate when the frequency of thickness variation is 
high. Under high frequency variation, the buckling pressure doesn’t change 
while the thickness variation is less than 20%. The buckling pressure 
decreases with increasing thickness variations when the magnitude is larger 
than 20%.
• For thickness variation in both directions, the buckling pressure doesn’t
change while the thickness variation is lower than 20%. When the variation 
magnitude is larger than 20%, the buckling pressure decreases with the 
increasing of thickness variation magnitude.
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•  The distribution o f displacement and stress of a liner with thickness variation 
follows the distribution of the thinner wall distribution. When the thickness 
variation frequency is low, it is clear that the large displacements follow the 
thinner band. When the frequency is high, the influence o f thickness 
distribution on the buckling location is less obvious.
• The liner buckling pressure is high wherever there is wide band of continuous
thickness at the crown part of the liner.
•  For circular local defects with reduced thickness, adjacent defects don’t
interact with one another when the distance between the centers o f two 
adjacent defects is larger than 2.5 times of the outer diameter o f the liner. The 
critical buckling pressure decreases as the size and magnitude of the thickness 
variation increases as shown in Fig. 5.3.
•  For circular local defects with a reduced flexural modulus, the critical
buckling pressure doesn’t change with the model length for models where the 
diameter of the defect is greater than 0.7 times the outer diameter o f the liner. 
In the case that the local defect diameter is smaller than seven-tenths o f the 
mean diameter of the liner, the adjacent local defects don’t interact with each 
other when the distance between them is larger than 2.0 times the liner 
diameter. The critical buckling pressure decreases with a decrease in the 
flexural modulus o f the defect and an increase in the size of the defect as 
shown in Fig. 5.5.
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8.1.2 Conclusions of Statistical Modeling
Significant scatter in the buckling time corresponding to a given applied pressure 
has been observed for long-term buckling tests, causing concern when applying the 
conclusions from the experimental data to real design situations. This study analyzes two 
sets of buckling tests recently performed at the TTC at LTU using statistical methods. 
Reliability factors are introduced into the ASTM design model, providing a method for 
designers to quantitatively estimate the influence of observed scatter on liner design. 
Conclusions of the statistical analyses are given below.
•  Liner buckling experiments involve setting the pressure to a level below the critical 
pressure and recording the time required for failure. Thus, in laboratory tests, time 
depends on pressure. In field applications, we are interested in predicting the 
pressure that a liner can sustain for a given design life, which is usually taken as 50 
years. In statistics, this problem of predicting x for a give value o f y is called 
inverse prediction.
•  In Chapter 6, a regression analysis with one independent variable was conducted, 
where Log(time) was the independent variable and Log(pressure) was the 
dependent variable. In Chapter 7, a regression analysis with two independent 
variables was conducted, where Log(time) and DR were the independent variables 
and Log(pressure) was the dependent variable. The regression analysis with two 
independent variables achieved a larger sample size by pooling experimental data 
over three different DRs. This led to more reliable predictions.
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•  Upper and lower bound pressures for different design lives, with different 
confidence levels, were achieved using the inverse prediction method. The lower 
bound of pressure is of design interest.
•  While comparing the plots o f regression analysis results and the ASTM design 
model, an obvious difference in slope was observed. The obvious difference in 
slope may be caused by inaccuracy of the design model and/or the large amount of 
scatter in the test data.
• To achieve the most reliable prediction, the predicted pressure at the mean 
experimental life-time was applied in calculating the reliability factors.
• The minimum reliability factors of all data sets were chosen as the recommended 
reliability factors for conservative design purposes.
•  Two alternatives were suggested to use the recommended reliability factors in liner 
design. The first alternative, as shown in Eq. 2.1 was to assume reliability factor is 
embedded in the safety factor. The second alternative was to add a reliability factor 
into liner design model as shown in Eq. 6.8. Since the reliability factors are based 
on a limited amount o f experimental data for a single CIPP configuration at greatly 
elevated pressures and sometimes using non-standard CIPP DRs, the more logical 
approach is to continue to use Eq. 2.1 with the understanding that the factor of 
safety accounts for
■ scatter in the experimental data;
■ parameters present in the experiments that are not accounted for in the design 
equation (like gap); and
■ uncertainties that are expected in field applications.
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• Eq. 7.11 can be used to predict the desired independent variable (pressure) for 
regression analyses with two-independent variables when the other independent 
variable (DR) is set.
8.2 Recommendations
•  The 3D liner buckling model developed in this study can be directly used to study 
other 3D liner defects such as longitudinal intrusions.
•  Simulating thickness variation o f liners is a complex process which may require 
super computers to simulate realistic (or observed) thickness variation profiles. 
Other methods, such as stochastic finite element methods, may also be applied to 
simulate more realistic thickness variations.
•  Incorporating reliability factors into liner design to cover the observed scatter may 
be further studied using more comprehensive experimental data or through a 
comprehensive computational analysis o f pipe linings were observed 
imperfections are varied randomly.
• The equation of Falter (Eq. 6.1) assumes that the creep modulus at 50 years is Vi 
of the short-term flexural modulus of the material. This model was applied 
because it follows the l/i value for the 50 year modulus commonly used when 
applying ASTM F1216. However, other models of the variation of the creep 
modulus based on actual creep tests would likely provide a more accurate long­
term design model with different reliability factors.
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12"OD5.5mml 0.200 11.64 58.22 64
12"OD5.5mm2 0.202 11.65 57.67 60
12”OD5.5mm3 0.197 11.66 59.11 54
12"OD5.5mm4 0.197 11.67 59.17 50
l2”OD5.5mm5 0.205 11.68 57.04 36
Average 0.200 11.66 58.24 52.8
12"OD6.5mml 0.244 11.67 47.90 80
12"OD6.5mm2 0.238 11.67 49.04 86
-12”OD6.5mm3 0.232 11.66 50.32 92
12"OD6.5mm4 0.235 11.67 49.69 105
12"OD6.5mm5 0.241 11.65 48.38 98
Average 0.238 11.66 49.07 92.2
12"OD7.5mml 0.259 11.68 45.12 138
12,*OD7.5nun2 0.261 11.67 44.66 127
12"OD7.5mm3 0.263 11.62 44.14 103
12"OD7.5mm4 0.262 11.59 44.20 112
12"OD7.5mm5 0.267 11.59 43.47 139
Average 0.262 11.63 44.32 123.8
8’’OD4.5mml 0.148 7.83 52.99 80
8"OD4.5mm2 0.151 7.82 51.88 86
8"OD4.5mm3 0.150 7.85 52.41 80
8"OD4.5mm4 0.146 7.77 53.42 88
8MOD4.5mm5 0.154 7.86 51.16 78
Average 0.150 7.83 52.37 82.4
8"OD5.5mml 0.160 7.79 48.65 92
8"OD5.5mm2 0.162 7.74 47.74 105
8"OD5.5mm3 0.165 7.81 47.29 110
8"OD5.5mm4 0.159 7.84 49.23 115
8"OD5.5mm5 0.159 7.81 49.19 112
Average 0.161 7.80 48.43 106.8
8”OD6.5mml 0.182 7.79 42.78 113
8"OD6.5mm2 0.176 7.83 44.42 115
8"OD6.5mm3 0.176 7.79 44.39 133
8"OD6.5mm4 0.174 7.79 44.73 115
8"OD6.5mm5 0 177 7.77 43.92 113
Average 0.177 7.80 44.05 117.8
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12"ODO%OV1 0.308 11.65 37.85 n/a 134
12"ODO%OV2 0.293 11.64 39.80 n/a 117
12"ODO%OV3 .0.294 11.77 40.06 n/a 125
12"ODO%OV4 0.295 11.66 39.54 n/a 131
12"ODO%OV5 0.302 11.69 38.76 n/a 109
Average 0.298 11.68 39.19 n/a 122.9
12"OD2%OVl 0.296 11.64 39.36 1.94 105
12”OD2%OV2 0.293 11.68 39.91 1.82 105
12"OD2%OV3 0.313 11.65 37.27 1.65 90
12”OD2%OV4 Q.306 11.63 38.03 1.62 99
12"OD2%OV5 0.281 11.68 41.54 1.81 98
Average 0.298 11.66 39.17 1.77 99.3
12"OD5%OVl 0.304 11.68 38.46 3.56 75
12"OD5%OV2 0.293 11.66 39.75 4.59 81
12"OD5%OV3 0.291 11.71 40.28 5.35 67
12”OD5%OV4 0.293 11.66 39.77 4.72 74
12"OD5%OV5 0.302 11.62 38.523 4.19 78
Average 0.297 11.67 39.34 4.48 75.0
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Table A 3  Long-term Liner Buckling Tests by Guice et al. (1993)






1 51.27 0.4174 75 0.5
2 51.09 0.2553 75 51
4 52.87 0.3408 75 68
5 52.44 0.3491 75 1.5
6 49.34 0.5986 70
7 52.96 0.2722 75 54
8 52.24 0.6806 69 0.2
9 1 53.82 0.6819 70 j
11 51.27 0.3322 70 2
12 52.39 0.4942 65 521
13 54.07 0.4261 70 136
14 52.30 0.5548 65 1056
15 53.27 0.5461 65 528
16 54.72 0.4590 60 2455
17 52.83 0.4604 60 200
18 52.44 0.2989 60 54
19 51.78 0.6722 60 2455
21 53.23 0.5979 60 494
22 52.30 0.5121 55 3272
23 54.02 0.5200 60 1536
24 53.43 0.6837 55 4349
25 55.10 0.4260 55 3384
26 53.82 0.4262 55 455
27 55.71 0.7692 55 144
28 5590 0.4259 55 2236
29 54.02 0.5118 50 5379
31 53.57 0.4432 50 6013
32 53 86 0.3407 50 10000
j j 54.02 0.5118 50 1272
34 53.32 0.4263 50 3302
35 52.83 0.4263 50 3338
36 52.98 0.5978 45 10000
37 53.77 0.5119 45 10000
38 53.18 0.7350 45 10000
39 54.58 0.5283 45 1616
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Table A.4 Short-term Test Results for Liners with Ovality (Omara, 1997)
Pipe Ovality Ave. Thickness P,«,(Psi) Observed Failure Mode
5-1 5% 0.235 55.75 Buckling Failure
5-2 5% 0.231 54.25 Buckling Failure
5-3 5% 0.240 52.50 Buckling Failure
5-4 5% 0.238 49.75 Buckling Failure
5-5 5% 0.235 62.50 Buckling Failure
5-6 5% 0.235 54.50 Buckling Failure
55.20 Average
4.05 Standard Deviation
10-1 10% 0.240 39.25 Buckling Failure
10-2 10% 0.222 37.00 Buckling Failure
10-3 10% 0.241 37.50 Buckling Failure
10-4 10% 0.230 33.00 Buckling Failure
10-5 10% 0.236 35.00 Buckling Failure
10-6 10% 0.239 32.50 Buckling Failure
38.71 Average
2.43 Standard Deviation
20-1 20% 0.231 16.00 Buckling Failure
20-2 20% 0.242 14.30 Buckling Failure
20-3 20% 0.226 23.90 Buckling Failure
20-4 20% 0.235 16.90 Buckling Failure
20-5 20% 0.237 - - Pipe was leaking
20-6 20% 0.229 18.20 Buckling Failure
17.86 Average
3.28 Standard Deviation
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8" Diameter 4.5 mm Liners
A 0.1478 7.6835 7.8313 7.9792 53.9741 80
B 0.1507 7.6670 7.8177 7.9683 52.8872 86
C 0.1497 7.6965 7.8462 7.9958 53.4243 80
D 0.1455 7.6265 7.7720 7.9175 54.4158 38
E 0.1537 7.7095 78632 8.0168 52.1703 78
AVG 0.1495 7.6766 7.8261 7.9755 53.3743 82.4
8" Diameter 5.0 mm Liners
A 0.1602 7.6335 7.7937 7.9538 49.6597 92
B 0.1622 7.5805 7.7427 7.9048 48.7451 105
C 0.1652 7.6465 7.8117 7.9768 48.2957 110
D 0.1592 7.6785 7.8377 7 9968 50.2419 115
E 0.1587 7.6475 7.8062 7.9648 50.1985 112
AVG 0.1611 7.6373 7.7984 7.9594 49.4282 106.8
8" Diameter 5.5 mm Liners
A 0.1822 7.6120 7.7942 7.9763 43.7859 113
B 0.1763 7.6550 7.8313 8.0077 45.4121 115
C 0.1755 7.6145 7.7900 7.9655 45.3875 133
D 0.1742 7.6180 7.7922 7.9663 45.7397 115
E 0.1770 7.5960 7.7730 7.9600 44.9153 113
AVG 0.1770 7.6191 7.7961 7.9732 45.0481 117.8
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12" Diameter 5.5 mm Liners
A 0.2 11.4435 11.6435 11.8435 592175 *' 64
8 0.202 11.4480 11 55 11 852 53.6733 60
C 0.1972 11.4585 11.6557 11 8528 60.1153 54
0 0.1973 11.477 11.6743 11,8717 60 1605 50
E 0.2048 11.476 11.6808 11.3857 58.026 36
AVG 0.2003 11.4606 11.6609 11.8611 59.2386 52.8
12" Diameter 6.5 mm Liners
A 0.2437 11.429 11.6727 11.9163 48.9042 80
B 0.238 11.434 11 672 11.91 50.042 86
c 02317 11 4265 11.6582 11.8898 51.323 92
D 0.2348 11.4335 11.6683 11.9032 50.6877 105
E 0.2408 11.4085 11.6493 11.8902 49.3709 98
AVG 0.2378 11.4263 11.6641 11.9019 50.0656 92.2
12" Diameter 7.5 mm Liners
A 0.2588 11.4180 11.6768 11.9357 46.1133 138
B 0.2612 11 4045 11.6657 11 9268 45.6675 127
C 0.2633 11.36 11.6233 11 8867 45.1392 103
D 0.2623 11.3315 11.5938 11 8562 45.195 112
E 0.2665 11.3195 11.5860 11.8525 44.4747 139
AVG 0.2624 11.3667 11.6291 11.8916 45.318 123.8
Table A.6 BoRSF Flexural Modulus Summary (Zhu, 2000)
1255 1265 1275
U>oo 850 855
P ip e  T y p e (psi) (P si) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)
F1 453030 540810 423910 370660 477920 385090
F2 449800 385570 523610 390620 589100 427030
F3 462040 488240 493080 415280 490340 537480
F4 429780 502280 457530 380650 533230 330960
F5 497520 478420 536530 450080 510090 476250
AVG 459210 476090 486950 400640 477920 385090
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F1 363.1 471.7 465.2 448.5 514.3 396.4
F2 387.8 511.7 484.5 549.9 559.9 443.9
F3 500 496.9 470.5 483.4 551.6 394.3
F4 362.2 439.7 466.4 551 2 503.5 458.1
F5 503.4 476.3 401.6 510.7 424 597.1
AVG 423.3 479.26 457.64 508.74 510.76 457 96















1 55.19 39 2826.5 Good 47.59 51 2656.5 Good 44.90 56 6819.0 Bad
2 52.99 39 1051.1 Good 48.46 51 2875.5 Good 44.65 56 2012.8 Bad
3 52.99 39 51.7 Bad 49.68 51 1995.6 Good 45.42 56 1938.8 Good
4 54.44 41 4531.8 Bad 50.95 S3 3831.3 Bad 44.40 58 Bad
5 56.77 41 13220.8 Bad 49.99 53 13066.0 Bad 45.16 58 942.6 Good
6 56.37 41 3449.2 Bad 47.88 S3 6306.9 Bad 46.75 58 6306.9 Bad
7 54.44 43 Bad 51.28 55 147.0 Bad 46.21 60 804.6 Good
8 53.34 43 304.7 Good 47.88 55 6691.6 Bad 46.21 60 540.2 Good
9 54.07 43 22.3 Bad 51 28 55 901.5 Bad 45.42 60 880.7 Bad
10 51 28 43 13196.8 Bad 51.95 55 3424.5 Bad 45.16 60 963.3 Good
11 55.58 45 2521.4 Bad 49.68 57 488.3 Good 46 48 63 155.0 Bad
12 55.97 45 476.4 Good 47.59 57 488 8 Good 47.03 63 2711.6 Bad
13 55.19 45 419.2 Good 49.06 57 802.5 Good 46.48 63 4486.5 Bad
14 55 97 48 572.3 Good 52.64 60 219.4 Good 44.90 67 1648 Good
15 55 97 48 881.1 Bad 50.30 60 488.8 Good 4621 67 727 4 Good
16 54.44 48 314.1 Good 48.17 60 6558 Good 44,90 67 15.0 Bad
17 ' 54.81 52 25.3 Bad 46.75 64 422.0 Good 45 94 73 211.8 Good
18 55.58 52 854.3 Bad 47.03 64 6290 Good 45.42 73 515.5 Good
19 54.44 52 209.3 Good 49.06 64 329.2 Good 45.16 73 353.9 Good
20 54.07 55 333.2 Good 48.76 70 329.2 Good 46.48 80 244 7 Good
21 53 70 55 2545.6 Bad 49.37 70 96.0 Good 46.48 80 144.3 Good
22 54.07 55 74.8 Good 50.95 70 92 7 Good 46.75 80 140.3 Good
23 52.64 58 3.0 Good 47 88 77 143.3 Good 48.17 87 46.0 Good
24 54.07 58 253.3 Good 51.95 77 210.8 Good 45.68 87 141.4 Good
25 56.37 58 8.3 Good 49.68 77 01 Bad 44.16 87 35.5 Good
AVG 54.59 49.43 45 78
NOTE: All pressures are in psi.
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Table A.8 Long-term BoRSF Test Results Summary (Continued)
1255 1265 1275











1 59.20 25 3701.5 Good 50.19 41 2150.7 Good 42 75 56 7313.4 Good
2 55.86 25 1058.4 Good 48.35 41 583.7 Bad 43.53 56 3301.0 Good
3 63.63 26 8070.3 Good 49.77 43 7088.7 Good 42.45 58 10105.8 Good
4 60 40 26 4752.3 Good 48.95 43 782.0 Good 46.25 58 5415.8 Good
5 57.48 27 1198.3 Good 51.49 45 1789.4 Bad 44.02 61 406.5 Bad
6 60.71 27 503.7 Good 49.56 45 668.3 Good 43.69 51 3697.2 Good
r 60.71 27 3694.7 8ad 46.65 45 139.3 Bad 42 60 61 1827.2 Good
s 56.93 29 423.3 Good 51.05 47 692.2 Good 43.06 64 1438.1 Good
9 60.71 29 4693.3 Good 48.83 47 241.5 Good 43.86 64 2895.1 Good
10 58.62 29 2950.7 Good 50.40 47 1840.5 Good 45 36 64 1662.0 Bad
11 60.40 31 1034* Good 49.15 50 759.5 Good 43.06 67 1588.0 Good
12 58.33 31 2786.5 Good 47.20 50 434.4 Good 42.30 67 522.4 Good
13 61.02 31 112.8 Good 49.36 50 800.1 Good 43.86 67 2729.4 Good
14 53 36 33 453.3 Good 49.98 53 2528.8 Good 45.36 71 1619.4 Good
15 57.21 33 481.2 Good 50.19 53 794.1 Good 46 25 71 1124.4 Good
16 55 60 33 554.5 Good 49.56 53 1036 Bad 44 85 71 965 6 Good
17 58 62 35 Bad 46.46 57 145.8 Good 43.38 75 1188.1 Good
18 58.91 35 462.0 Good 48.35 57 117.6 Good 47 35 75 1940.0 Good
19 56 39 35 285.0 Good 47.58 57 1077 Good 40.98 75 1821.1 Good
20 58.04 37 121.2 Good 47.77 61 379.8 Good 44.18 80 41.8 Good
21 60.10 37 42.6 Good 47.02 61 31.8 Good 45 36 80 255.8 Good
22 60.10 37 82.1 Good 50.19 61 44.8 Good 41 56 80 932.8 Good
23 58.91 41 1.9 Good 48.75 66 23.2 Good 4291 90 185.7 Good
24 5B.33 41 49.2 Good 47.77 66 45.8 Good 43.22 90 99.3 Good
25 55.60 41 Bad 49.36 66 368.8 Good 42 75 90 123.8 Good
AVG 58.61 48.88 43 80
NOTE: All pressures are in psi.





5% 0% 5% 0%
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
F1 538 557 463.6 448.5
F2 452.6 512 452.1 497 8
F3 546 9 547 431 7 435 6
F4 474 462 484 2 448.3
F5 492 7 577.0 446.1 485 8
AVG 500.8 531.0 455.5 463.21
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1 40.457 0 0.056 134.0
2 42.641 0 0.051 116.7
3 42.930 0 0.047 124.7
0% ovality 4 42.700 0 0.051 130.7
S 41.476 0 0.052 108.7
STD DEV 1.050 0 0.003 10.3
AVG 42.041 0 0.051 123.0
1 42.127 1.94 0.055 105.0
2 .; 42.742 1.82 0.052 105.0
3 39.822 1.65 0.055 90.0
2% ovality 4 40.700 1.62 0.050 98.7
5 44.542 1.81 0.053 98.0
STD DEV 1.834 0.13 0.002 6 2
AVG 41987 1.77 0.053 99.3
1 41.178 3.56 0.048 75.0
2 42.552 4.59 0.054 80.7
3 43.066 5.35 0.063 67.3
5% ovality 4 42.561 4.72 0.057 74.0
5 41.229 4.19 0.052 78.0
STD DEV 0.859 0.66 0.006 5.0
AVG 42.117 4.48 0.055 75.0
Table A.11 Deform-reform Liner Buckling Tests Results (Chunduru, 1996)
Average
Average short-term
outside Average budding Standard
diameter, thickness. pressure. deviation
oo„ / Tests P . in P ,
Pipe set SDR (mm) (mm) performed (kPa) (kPa) Remarks
(1) (2) (3) W (5) (6) (7) (8)
i 32.5 200.7 (7.9)' 627  (0.2437 20 279.9 (40.67 i0.3 (1.49) Circular1
2 H i 1499 (5.9)* 4,62(0.1!®' 
“  7.65 (0.301)*
20 202.7 (29.47 3.27(1.20) Circular
3 26 200.7(7.97 20 441.3 (64.07 8 69 (1.26) Circular
4 26 149.9(5.9)* 5.77 (0.227)' 20 319.9(46.47 18.3 (2.65) Circular
5 32.5 218.4(8.6)* 634(0.2497 5 151.7 (223)7 110(1.60) OvaT
6 26 218.4 (8.6)* 7.85 (0,3097 5 204.1 (29.67 10.3(150) Oval
‘Is uutws.
I n  psi.
‘U nci proceual in eidxr circular or oval ttcal casing pipe.
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Table A.12 Long-term HDPE Liner Test Results at Tulane University (Bakeer, 2001)
C ham ber •  
number
HD PE Liner Applied 
pressure 
kPa fpAi)
Tim e co Failure in hours
Diameter
m m  ( m j SDR
Thickness 
mm lin o Time
Standard
Average deviation
1-1 132 (6) 32.5 5.2 (0.20) 104 (15) 2.832 1.502 1.138
1-2 132 (6) 52.5 5 .2 (0 2 0 ) 104(15) 312
1-3 132 ffei 32.3 5 2 i0.2Qi 104 (15) 2.640
1-4 132 (6) 32.5 5.2 (0.20) UU (15: 1.632
\ - y *52 (ft) 32.5 5 2 (0.20) 104 (15) 06
u -1 152 (6) 26 6.5 (0 2 6 1 172 »25) 96 10 1  1 0
11 -2 132 (6) 2b 6.5 (0.26) 172 (25) Oft
11-3 152 i6> 26 6.5 (0  2ft) 1 7 2 i25) 96
11-4 152 (ft) 26 6.5 (0 26) 172 (23) !2 U
11-5* 152 1 6 ) 2ft 6.5 (0.25) 172 (25) 9ft
in - 1 203 (8j 32-5 6.8 (0.27) 151 7 (2 2 ) 144 173 56
1*1-2 203 32.5 6  8 10.27) 148(21 5i 264
111-3 203 rf>i 52.5 6  H (0.27) U 5  (2 1 ) 1*2
111-4 203 (X) 3.2 5 6.8 (0.27) 138 .20) 9 6
111-5* 2UJ < 8 1 52.5 0.8 ll) 27: 172 (25) 167
IV i 21*.* i 'Si 2t> v 4  \ti.5Sj 224 , 52.5: :.W 4 i s  r.
IV-2 203 (8) 26 8.4 (0.33) 221 .32) 2.712
IV-3 203 1 8 ) 26 8.4 10.33) 221 (32. 4.536"
IV 4 203 (8) 2ft 8 4  (0.33) 221 (32) 2.640
IV 5* 203 (Hi 26 8 4 (0.33) 221 i 32) 5W
'Liner pipe was tilled with water
"Failure indueed tu prepare the ehamber* tor test Group B.
Table A.13 Properties of HDPE Liner Long-term Test Chambers (Bakeer, 2001)
Pipe Standard Diameter Ratio (SDR)
Property SDR 32.5 SDR 26 SDR 32.5 SDR 26
Innerdiam eter or' steel pipe
Thickness o f HDPE liner
Inner-diametcr o f HDPE liner
Length o f  Heel pipe
Test clum ber length after Haring
Volume o f test chamber
Initial water weight in test chamber1
152 mm 16 in.l 
5.16 mm |0 .20  in.)
142 mm (5 59 in.)
J.33 m (72 in.t 
I.S4 m (72.41 in.i 
0.03 m ’ ll.77S.27 in.') 
29.081 g (64.11 lb)
152 mm (6 tn.l 203 mm t8 in.l 
6.48 mm (0.26 in.) 6 .SI mm 10.27 in i 
140 mm (5 49 in.) 190 mm (7.464 m.i
1.83 m (72 in.i 2 .4 4 m i 9 6 in )
1.84 m (72 51 in.i 2.45 m 196.54 in.l 
0 0 3  m* <1.716.41 in .'i 0  07 m ' (4.223.8(1 in. ) 
2S.069 g 16I.8S lb) 68,951 g (15201 lb)
203 rnm IS in.i 
S.4? mm tO.33 in.i 
186 mm 1.7.34 in.)
2.44 m  196 in.i 
2.46 m 0)6.66 in I 
0.07 m (4.085 64 in '1 
06.692 g 1147.03 Ihi
'Based on water density o f -I SI kN /nt' (62.3 pcf) at 22"C t7 l ’F).
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B.1 General 3D Model Input File
"‘heading
Input file for the liner buckling analysis with the following parameters 
Diameter =8" 
ovality = 3% 
liner thickness = 0.178 




♦node, input = layer_outer.inp, nset = bottom 
**top end node number generation
** 1000*(Half o f length)*(lft=12inch)/((one quater of liner circumference)/10) 
** 1000*(3*12)*10
♦ncopy, new set = top, old set = bottom, shift, change number = 30000 
0.0,0.0,10 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
**10/0.3 
*nfill
bottom, top, 30,1000 
♦element, type = s9r5
1,1,2001,2003, 3,1001,2002,1003,2,1002 
**320,639,2639,2641,641,1639,2640,1641,640,1640 
♦ELgen, elset = cylinder
1.10.2.1.15.2000.1000 
*Ngen, nset = mid
1.30001.1000 
*ngen, nset = crown
21.30021.1000
♦shell section, elset=cylinder, material = mat_l, offset = 0.5 
0.178
♦material, name = mat_l
♦elastic
459000,0.3
♦node, input = hostpipe_gl.inp, nset = host_bottom
♦ncopy, new set = hostjop, old set = hostjxrttom, shift, change number = 30000 
0.0,0.0,10 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
♦nfill
hostjxrttom, hostjop , 30,1000 
♦element, type = r3d4
501,501,2501,2503,503 
♦elgen, elset = host_cylinder
501.10.2.1.15.2000.1000 
♦♦shell general section, elset=cylinder
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♦rigid body, elset = host_cylinder, ref node = 501 
♦surface definition, name = Host_inner_surf 
host_cylinder, spos
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B.2 Input File for 3D Modeling of Thickness Variations
"‘heading
Input file for the liner buckling analysis with the following parameters 
Diameter =8" 
ovality = 3% 
liner thickness = 0.178 




♦node, input = layer_outer.inp, nset =  bottom 
"“"top end node number generation
** 1000*(Half o f length)*(lft=12inch)/((one quarter o f liner circumference)/10) 
** 1000"*(3*12)*10
♦ncopy, new set = top, old set = bottom, shift, change number = 24000
0.0.0.0.1.256
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0
"‘*20/0.3
*nfill
bottom, top, 24,1000 
♦element, type = s9r5
1, 1,2001,2003,3, 1001,2002, 1003,2,1002 
♦ELgen, elset = cylinder
1,60,2,1,12,2000,1000 
*Ngen, nset = mid
1.24001.1000 
*Ngen, nset = crown
121.24121.1000
♦shell section, elset=cylinder, material = mat_l, nodal thickness, offset=0.5
♦nodal thickness, input=thickness.inp
♦material, name = mat_l
♦elastic
459000,0.3
♦node, input = hostpipe_gl .inp, nset = host_bottom
♦ncopy, new set = hostjop, old set = host_bottom, shift, change number = 24000
0.0,0.0,1.256
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0
♦nfill
host_bottom, hostjop, 24,1000 
♦element, type = r3d4
501,501,2501,2503,503 
♦elgen, elset = host_cylinder
501.60.2.1.12.2000.1000 
♦♦shell general section, elset=cylinder
♦rigid body, elset = host_cylinder, ref node = 501
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♦surface definition, name = Host_inner_surf 
host_cylinder, spos
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B3 Input File for Modeling 3D Circular Defects
♦heading
Input file for the liner buckling analysis with the following parameters 
Diameter = 8" 
ovality = 3% 
liner thickness = 0.178 




♦node, input = layer_outer.inp, n set = bottom 
**top end node number generation
** 1000*(Half o f length) * (1 ft= 12inch)/((one quarter o f liner circumference)/10) 
** 1000*(3*12)*10
♦ncopy, new set = top, old set = bottom, shift, change number = 48000 
0.0, 0.0,10 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
**20/0.3 
*nfill
bottom, top, 48, 1000 
♦element, type = s4r5 
1, 1, 1001, 1002,2
**320,639,2639,2641,641,1639,2640,1641,640,1640 
♦ELgen, elset = cylinder 
1,30, 1,1,48,1000,1000 
*Ngen, nset = mid
1.48001.1000 
*ngen, nset = crown
31.48031.1000
♦shell section, elset=cylinder, material = mat_l, offset=0.5 
0.178
♦material, name = m a t l
♦elastic
229500,0.3
♦node, input = hostpipe_gl .inp, nset = hostjxrttom
♦ncopy, new set = hostjop , old set = host_bottom, shift, change number = 48000 
0.0,0.0,10 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
♦nfill
hostjxrttom, hostjop , 48,1000 
♦element, type = r3d4 
501,501,1501,1502,502
**320,639,2639,2641,641,1639,2640,1641,640,1640 
♦elgen, elset = hostcylinder
501.30.1.1.48.1000.1000
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♦♦shell general section, elset=cylinder 
♦rigid body, elset = host_cylinder, ref node = 501 
♦surface definition, name = Host_inner_surf 
host_cylinder, spos
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TYPICAL C++ Code to Generate Host-pipe 
and Liner Geometry
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const int size = 20;
double x[size+l], y[size+l];
double Rmin, Rmax, diameter, Oval, thickness;
cou t« "Please input the liner Diameter and Ovality ( seperate in space):: " «  endl; 
cin »  diameter »  Oval;
//cout« " \n P lea se  input the Gap value::"«  endl;
//cin »  gap; 
cou t«  endl;
Rmin = ((1 - Oval)* diameter)/2;
Rmax = diameter - Rmin;
cout « " th e  smaller radius o f the liner i s " «  Rmin «  endl; 
cou t«  "the larger radius o f the liner is " «  Rmax «  endl; 
cou t« "Please input the CIPP linear thickness::" «  endl; 





cout «"th ickness"« th ickness«  endl;
ofstream outFile("layer_outer.inp", ios::out); // open the data file 
if  ( loutFile) // can't open file
{
cerr « "File not exist or could not be opened.\n"
« e n d l;
return;
}
for( int i=0; i<=size; i++)
{
double cta=(90.0/size)*i*3.14159/180; 
double tg =tan(cta); 
double x l=  pow(tg, 2); 
double x4=l/(b2+a2*xl); 
double x5= pow(x4,0.5);
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double actg=pow(l/tg, 2); 




outFile « i + l « «  x[i] « «  y[i]«  endl; 
}
}
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const int size =20; 
double x[size+l], y[size+l];
double Rmin, Rmax, diameter, Oval, thickness, gap, HostRmin, HostRmax;
cout« "Please input the liner Diameter and Ovality ( seperate in space)::"«  endl
cin »  diameter »  Oval;
cout« " \n P lease  input the Gap value::"«  endl;
cin »  gap;
cout«  endl;
Rmin = ((1 - Oval)* diameter)/2;
Rmax = diameter - Rmin;
cout « " th e  smaller radius o f the liner i s " «  Rmin «  endl; 
cout« "the larger radius o f the liner is " «  Rmax «  endl; 
cout« "Please input the CIPP linear thickness::"«  endl; 
cin » thickness;
cout «"th ickness"« thickness« endl; 
double a=Rmax-thickness*4/4; 
double b=Rmin-thickness*4/4;
HostRmin = Rmin + gap;
HostRmax = ((l+Oval)/(l-Oval))*HostRmin; 
double a2=pow(HostRmax, 2); 
double b2=pow(HostRmin, 2);
cout« "test"«  HostRmax « " " «  HostRmin «  endl;
ofstream outFile("hostpipe_gl.inp", ios::out); // open the data file 
if ( loutFile) // can't open file
{
cerr «  "File not exist or could not be opened.\n"
« en d l;
return;
}
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double x l=  pow(tg, 2); 
double x4= l/(b2+a2*xl); 
double x5= pow(x4,0.5); 
double actg=pow(l/tg, 2); 




outFile « i + 5 0 1 « «  x [i]«  V «  y[i] «  endl; 
}
}
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C J C++ Code for Generating Nodal Thickness for the Model with Thickness 






const int size = 900; 
double thickness[size];
double T, deltaT, number_rows, number_col, beginning phase cir, 
beginning phase long; 
cou t« "Please input the liner thickness T : :" «  endl; 
c i n »  T;
cou t« " \n P lea se  input the maximum thickness variation deltaT::"«  endl; 
c i n »  deltaT;
cout« " \n P lease  input the number o f nodes on circumference::"«  endl; 
cin »  number_rows;
cout« " \n P lease  input the number o f nodes on length::" «  endl; 
cin »  number_col;
cout« " \n P lease  input the beginning phase of circumferential direction::"«
endl;
cin »  beginning phase cir;
cout« " \n P lease  input the beginning phase o f longitudinal direction::" «  endl; 
cin »  beginning phase long; 
cou t«  endl;
ofstream outFile("thickness.inp", ios::out); // open the data file 
if ( loutFile) // can't open file
{
cerr « "File not exist or could not be opened.\n"
« e n d l;
return;
}
for( int i=0; i<number_rows; i++)
{
double sum =0; 
double alfa_cir;
alfa cir = beginning phase cir+12*3.14159/(number rows-l)*i; 
for (int j = 0; j < numbered; j++)




alfajong = beginning phase long+ l*3.14159/(number_col-l)*j; 
thickness[j] = T + deltaT * sin(alfa_cir+ alfajong);
sum += thicknessjj];
}
for (int x = 0; x < number_col; x++)
{
double thick;
thick = T*number_col*thickness[x]/sum; 
ou tF ile«  i +1 + x * 1000 « « thick «  endl;
}
outFile «  endl;
}
}
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const int size = 3000; 
double Length;
cout« "Input the LENGTH of the model::" «  endl; 
cin »  Length; 
double thickness[size]; 
double d = 8.0;
double num_nodes_long, num_nodes_cir;
cou t« "Input the NUMBER of nodes along length::" «  endl;
cin »  num_nodes_long;
cou t« "Input the NUMBER of nodes along circumference::"«  endl; 
cin »  num_nodes_cir; 
double weakj)oint_dia_fra;
cout« "Input the FRACTION of the weak point diameter to liner diameter::"«
endl;




cou t« "Input the maximum THICKNESS VARIATION::" «  endl;
cin »  deltaT_fra;
deltaT = T * deltaT_fra;
int num_element_long = (num_nodes_long -1);
double element_length = Length/num_element_long;
int num_element_cir = (num_nodes_cir-l);
double element_wideth = 3.14*d/4.0/num_element_cir;
double beginning phase cir, beginning phase long; 
beginning phase cir = 0; 
beginning phase long = 0;
ofstream outFile("thickness.inp", ios::out); // open the data file 
ofstream outFilel("weakpoint_nodes.inp", ios::out); 
if  ( loutFile ) // can't open file
{
cerr «  "File not exist or could not be opened.\n"
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« e n d l;
return;
}
int count = 10; 
for( int i=0; i<num_nodes_long; i++)
{
int max_points_cir = ceil(d*weak_point_dia_fra/element_wideth); 
int max_pointsJong = ceil(d*weak_point_dia_fra/element_length);
for (int j  = 1; j  <= num_nodes_cir; j++)
{
double dis_cir = (num_nodes_cir -j) * (element_wideth); 
double d isjong  = i *element_length; 
double dis;
dis = sqrt ( dis_cir*dis_cir + d isjong  * disjong); 
i f  (dis <= d*weak_point_dia_fra/2.0){
double ratio = dis /  (d*weak_point_dia_fra/2.0); 
double alfa;
alfa = -1.57+ratio * (1.57); 
thickness[j] = T + deltaT*sin(alfa);
outFile « j + i * 1000 « « thickness[j] «  endl;
}
else outFile « j + i*1000 « «  0.178 «  endl;
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const int size = 3000; 
double Length;
cou t« "Input the LENGTH o f the model::"«  endl; 
cin »  Length; 
double thickness[size]; 
double d = 8.0;
double num_nodes_long, num_nodes_cir;
cou t« "Input the NUMBER of nodes along length::"«  endl;
cin »  num_nodes_long;
cou t« "Input the NUMBER of nodes along circumference::" «  endl; 
cin »  num_nodes_cir; 
double weak_point_dia_fra;
cou t« "Input the FRACTION of the weak point diameter to liner diameter::"«
endl;
cin »  weak_point_dia_fra; 
double T;
T = 0.178;
int num_element_long = (num_nodes_long -1); 
double elementjength = Length/num_element_long; 
int num_element_cir = (num_nodes_cir-l); 
double element_wideth =  3.14*d/4.0/num_element_cir;
double beginning phase cir, beginning phase long; 
beginning phase cir = 0; 
beginning phase long = 0;
ofstream outFile("weak_pointinp", ios::out); // open the data file 
ofstream outFilel("normal_area.inp", ios::out); 
if  ( loutFile) // can't open file
{
cerr « "File not exist or could not be opened.\n"
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« en d l;
return;
}
int count = 10; 
int wp_ele_count =1; 
int na_ele_count =1; 
for( int i= l; i<=num_nodes_long; i++) 
{
int max_points_cir = ceil(d*weak_point_dia_fra/element_wideth); 
int max_points_long = ceil(d*weak_point_dia_fra/element_length);
for (int j = 2; j <= num_nodes_cir; j++)
{
double dis_cir = (num_nodes_cir -j) * (element_wideth); 
double d isjong = i *elementJength; 
double dis;
dis = sqrt ( dis_cir*dis_cir + d isjong  * disjong); 
if (dis <= d* weak_point_dia Jra/2 .0) {
outFile «  0-1) + ( i- l)*  1000 ; 
if  (wp_ele_count % 16 = 0 )  outFile «  endl; 




outFilel «  0 -1 )+ (i-1)* 1000 ; 
if  (na_ele_count % 16 = 0 )  outFilel «  endl; 
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D.l SAS Input Program for One-variable Regression





INPUT P T ;
































MODEL LP = LT/CLI;
OUTPUT OUT = NEW1 RESIDUAL = RES PREDICTED = PRED STUDENT=S 
PROC STANDARD STD = 1.0;
VAR RES-
PROC RANK NORMAL = BLOM;








PLOT RES*NSCORE = '$’; 
PLOT PRED*S = '&';
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* INFILE 'G:\RESEARCH\STATISTICS\SAS-DATA.TXT'; 
OPTIONS NOCENTER;
DATA LINER;
INPUT DR PT ;





































































PROC REG DATA = LINER;
MODEL LT = LP DR /I CORRB COVB XPX INFLUENCE; 
OUTPUT OUT = TEMP PREDICTED = PTIME RESIDUAL = RES; 
PROC STANDARD STD = 1.0;
VAR RES;
PROC RANK NORMAL = BLOM;
PROC STANDARD STD = 1.0;
VAR RES;
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